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NO REAL ACCOUNT
BEHIND THE PAPER
Lifted By Notes to Bank, Says
President Thompson
Sensational Statement Wade in Re-
gard to Affairs of Rehkopf
COlt(1711.
DETAIL/4 OF THE THANS.1(710N.
George C. Thompson, president of
the Amerit.an-Ccerman National bank,
sprung another sensation In the E.
Rethkopf Sadd:ery company bankrupt-
cy case by declaring In a deposition
that he learned just before the assign-
ment of the E. Rehkopf Saddlery com-
pany, that alleged accounts and
drafts againet customers of the E
Rehkopf Saddlery company, which
sere taken up by certain notes of
the officers of that concern, did not
represent goods add at all.
The deposition of M.r. Thornpsoo
was taken In connection with the ob-
jections of several creditors to three
notes of B M PhiIle!. to E. P. Het-
kopf, and endorsed by E. Rehkopf
and the E. Rehkopf Saddlery com-
pany, per B. M. PhiBey, secretary, to
the bank for $15,584.86. The hank
claims these notes were renewals of
previous notes deposited with the
blink to cover any overcberks of the
corporation or bad drafts and ac-
counts of the customers of the sad-
dlery company In the future.
According to Mr. Thompson these
notes were made absolute property of
the bank shortly before the assign-
ment of the concern to cover an over-
check of $1,5-00 and $11,000 In
worthleas papers.
Mr Thompson said he thought the
notes and drafts of the concern were
all good up to the time of the as-
signment.
On examination be was asked by
.1 C. FlournOY
'''IlterArteellapson, 7 wilt ask "on to
explode to the referee what sort of
aveonnts wit!! drafts attached. the
notes that you have been asked about,
guaranteed: What sort they took up
Or became responsible for?
Mr. Thompson—"They were put
there to recure drafts that they would
make against their customers for
good% they claimed they shipped to
customers, vthich accounts, covering
the sense, were assigned to us."
Flournoy—"Did any of the pur-
ported 'aCrOunta and drafts. which
these notes were given to take up, act-
ually represent any goods shipped to
any customers of the E. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery company?"
Thompeon—"Nearly ail these
drafts that were taken up by these
throe notes represented sumo for
which no goods had been shipped. A
few of them represented sums where
drafts were drawn for more than the
goods Shipped amounted to. 1 Wok
probably eme-half doyen out of a hun-
dred were in the state described."
.Referee—"Do you mean to say that
the items stated in the areounte were
not actual items of goods shipped."
Thompeon—"I mean to say they
did not ship the man any goods at
all."
Flourney---"I will ask you to tell
the court how it is that you know
these accounts were fake and fraudu-
lent."
Thompson --"The first koowledge I
received was from E. Rehkopf bim-
reit about two or three days before
aseignmenst. The second knowledge I
received of it was from Mr. phiney
on the next morning."
Flournoy—"Did not John G. Reit-
kept, the vice-president. bring you an
Itemized statement and tell you it con
tattled an itemized statement of those
that were false and fraudulent?"
Thompson—"in hie conversation
with others he milled them 'swag-Kies.'
In his statement with me he called
them overdrafts."
Flournoy—"I will ask you if the
RehkOfts, both of them, did not re-
quest you to take up those fraudulent
papers with these $15,0.00 collat-
eral'?"
Thompson—"Yes."
In answer to a question of the
referee Mr. Thompson said:
"We were talk-ing over his affairs
(meaning E. Rehkopf's) and I said.
'I understand that 'there wont be
$2,000 of our commercial papers
bad."
"His answer was, 'Stop a minute.
'Your commercial papers are not as
good as you think they are.'
"I eays, 'What is the matter with
them?"
"He Says, 'Well, they are not p*
"I promptly answered, 'If that is
the business you have engaged in, I
have nothing 'more to say,' and I left
and went across the street to the bank
rang up his secretary and said to him,
'Come to my house tonight at 8
o'clock.'
"He says, 'What do you want?'
"I says, 'That is nothing to you
You come, and if you don't come I
will make it interesting for you.'
"He save,'! will be there.'
"He came according to appointment
and I took 'him Into my dining room.
I used every art and every talent I
had on earth to thew out of hint a
confirmation of Mr. Rehleopf's dis-
closures, and he refused absolutely to
confirm it. Finally he said, 'Just let
me alone until morning and I will
have something to say. I will have
nothing to say until then,' indicating
clearly that Rehkopf had never
made the disclosures to him.
"The next morning he eatne over
to the bank and made a full confes-
sion."
Mr. Thompson said the hank did
not forward these drafts and accounts
for collection, but at the request of
the firm held them for the E. Reh-
kopf Saddlery company, which col-
lected the money.
The testimony of B. M is
along the same lines
BRAVE ENGINEER
STICKS To HIS PONT WHILE THE
STEAM SCAleke HIM.
A Hunter Saves String of Box Cars
From Deistructiou In Local I. ('.
Yards.
Standing at els poet with a steady
'Orman of wattling !steam burning hie
left side and face, Engineer F. A.
Hooter, of switch engine No. 278,
yesterday afternoon stopped his en-
gine and sieved a string of loaded box
cars from 3Letruction.
Hunter was "making up" and was
preparing Ito nick a ear into a siding
list, was rususlusslas wamThe pretty
fast when the "stud" Nee out. The
stud is a bolt connecting the cab with
the boiler head, and when it blew out
a stream of steam strut+ the engineer
in the face and left side.
Although suffering agony from the
severe burning, Hunter Shot off tpe
steam, applied the air and saw his
engine stopped before he left the cab.
He is unable to be on duty today, and
will be disabled for some time ti.
come.
MODERN JOURN.t1,.
Famous Old London Times to Be
Reorganized.
London, Dec. 6.—The chancery
court today granted an order allowing
the reorganisation of the London
Times as a Joint stock compete-. This
marks a notab:e departnre in the
methods of the famous Dnglish jour-
nal. For the past century siteceseive
managers have exerted absolute con-
trol over the Times. but the various;
owners now desire to form a company
to take over the general control
Their application to the court set
forth that the reorganisation had
special reference to the development
of modern journalism. Th,e,Esrder was
granted by mutual conaent, all the
,proprietors agreeine.'
$25,000,000 INCREASE.
Will Be Given 15,000 Employes of
Chkiago Railroads.
Chicago Dec. 6.— The Tribune to-
day says: The railways of Chicago
contemplate making increases in the
wages of their employes in the im-
mediate future which. In the aggre-
gate, will make all increases made
on the railroads of the country In,
the recent past seem Small by com-
parison. Advances are expected to be
given between now and January 1,
which win make the combined in-
comes of the 450,000 employes of
these lines from $25,000,000 to $30,.
00(1.000 gteater in 1907 than in
1906.
•
Prolonged Earthquake.
Kingstown, Island of St. Vincent,
B. W. I., Dec. 6.—A prolonged earth-
quake shock was felt here last night.
It lasted fully RO seconds. The vibra-
tions werei'alow. The people of Kings-
town were thrown Into a panic. No
other shock felt 'here has lasted so
long.
The Island•of Barbados, about 100
meet; to the Ned, and the !steed of
St. Lucia, about 25 Miles to the
northwest, also felt the shock.
pers at all. There Is nothing to them.' COLD WAVE ON WAY
TOWARD PADUCAH
Temperature To Drop -10 De-
grees In 24 Hours
Summer Weather and Summer Rain
Yesterday, But It Is Grossing
Colder Today.
SUDDEN CHANGE IN WEATHER
Fiona summer to winter is a
quick transition in Paducah some-
times. Yesterday with summer fair-
ness everywhere, the mercury arose
to 70 and last night a regular sunt-
mer rain flooded the streets. By to-
morrow night we are promised 20
degrees, a drop of 50 degrees in
about 48 hours.
Wouldn't that make you shiver?
Yesterday was one of the most
beautiful days of the year, and peo-
plc; read with astonishment that fel-
low beings were freezing to death In
Massachusetts.
Last night water fell in floods,and
a wire broke of the Padacah Light
and Power company. About 9 o'clock
every house and bustness place us-
ing Incandescents was in darkness,
until after midnight.
This morning it cleared up some-
what, but the air grew chilly, and
there tete been a perceptible lower-
ing of the temperature all through
the day. It will be cold tomorrow.
Storm Signals Up.
Norfolk, Dec. 6--A severe Atlan-
tic coast storm is blowing this after-
noon. Storm signals were ordered
from Jacksonville to the Delaware
breakwatet. Al) shipping is warned
of danger at sea in the next 411
hours.
Local Option Election.
Somerset, K) Dve 6 -- There is
a local option election here today.
Thousands of women and children
with banners are parading the streets
No such enthusiasm was ever mani-
fested In temperance cause here be-
fore The court house and church
bells are ringing all over the city.
FLED
FROM WOULD-RE ASSAILANT IN
HOTEL AT FULTON.
Well Known Merchant of 'Mat City
Is Charged With Most Se-
rious (effenee.
Fulton, Ky., Dec. 6.— Miss Nina
Milner, residing near here, had a
warrant issued for Ries Dacus, a
Fulton merchant, charging him with
attempted criminal assault. She had
just returned from the west and
stopped at the Leonia hotel, she
claims. She fled from her room Ind
down the stair to escape Dacus. He
held pursuers at bay and escaped to
Pierce Tenti. Miss Milner is an in-
valid anti her relatives are promi-
nent.
STOLE STREET CAR.
Thief Takes Conductor's Place and
Fools Motorman.
East Liverpool, 0., Dec. 6.— The
police are looking for a stranger who
stole a street car last night and ran
it four miles, collected fare from
the passengers and escaped. The con-
ductor was at a pump getting a drink
when the thief stepped aboard- and
gave the starting amps:. The thiet
managed the business so well the mo-
torman did not suspect anything
wrong.
thiehand of Charlotte Amite,
The Rev. Arthur C. Bell Nichols,
aged 90, died at Flanagher, trelend.
He was the husband of Charlotte
Bronte, the famous EnglIsh novelist.
There is only one kind of •
newaparcer circulation statement
that is worth any consideration
and that is the daily detailed
statement. The Sinn Is tile only
Paducah paper printing such a
statement.
HARLAN REFUSES.
Washington, Dec. 6.— when
asked fur so expression apropos
of the discutision of his possible
candidacy nett year ter the go-
ernorship of Kentucky, Juatiee
Harlan, of the supreme court of
the ("tilted Stale, priiiiiptly sins-
nered that "he had no such
thought, nor any purpose to in
any form engage in political
contests at any time or iu any
way."
GILLS:WM CONEEnial*S.
Herkimer, N. O.—
(tester Gillette, facing death for
murdering Grace Breen, has
confessed to his attoriic) Pi that
k M.11 die girl. The con-
demned man attempted at tine to
deceive his attorneys, but WS
0.110Ssioli WAS 111*414' k1140 V1ii lit-
duty. HIM te is being gii I
night and day for fear he %%ill
commit suicide.
CERTIFICATE OF
STOCK FOR MONEY
Looked Like A Sure Enough
Greenback
Wilhite, .irresteti for living
Drunk, but Police Are Inviseti-
gailast 41 'Asc.
MAN FROM NASHVILLE IN BAD
Did James Wiltite, of Nestiviele,
try to deceive eeople into believing
certificate of stork was a $5 bill, or
was he 'deceived -thereby himself
This question puzzliug the polka'
and they are exerting every effort to
learn jute where Wilhite stands. As
It is merely a drunk and disorderly
warrant stands against him.
This morning at 7 o'clock Wilhite
appeared at the Flowein regt ail rant,
121 Kentucky avenue, stecured break-
fast end red, At noon he re-
turned intoxicated and ate dinner.
When he started I'M t Mrs. Bowen
stopped him. He 'had not pad and at
first refused, shoving the lady aside.
"I have got a bile" he stated, pro-
ducing a wed worn greenbaeked. Piece
of paper resembling a bill, lie re-
fused to surrender it, stating that he
would get it changed and return.
Policemen Crows and Johnson in-
terfered at this juncture and took
Wilhite to the pollee station. lie
threw the bin away en route hut
James Vozier pew It and captured it
as the paper fluttered to the ground
at his feet.
At the station house a warrant,
charging him with being drunk and
disorderly, was issued. The (-minter-
felt bill proposition is being inveeti-
gated.
The paper is simply one resende
ling a $5 hank note so strongly that
only the minutest scrutiny will show
the difference, it is a certificate for
$5 In mock showing this amount due
the Selma, Marion & Memphis rail-
road from Shelby county, Tenn.
Persons appeared at the hall and
claimed Wi?hite tried to pass the pa-
per as a bill.
Wilhitsse:aime Nashville his home.
Ile came here from Memph4s.
MRS. BABCOCK RALLIES WELL
Wife of Congreaetican From Wiecon-
sin Rests Well After Operation.
Washington, Dec. 6.— Mrs. Bab-
cock. the wife of Representative J.
W. Babcock of Wisconsin, who un-
derwent a serious surgical operation
yesterday, rested well last night and
her condition today is reported to he
as good as could be expected.
DRAINAGE oniNGRESS,
Irrigation Problems Considered at
Oklahoma City.
Oklahoma City, Okla.. Dec. 6.—The
national drainage co n greia began a
three days' session here today. Many
Irrigation and drainage experts from
varlotte parts of the country were
present. Today's program Included
several paper, and addresses.
DerVitOts Army 50 Per Cent.
London, Dec. 6.— Tokio corres-
pondent of the Times telegraphs that
new army schemes signifies an in-
crease of nearly 50 per cent and that
Japan under the progra mwill be
able to Immediately place 7311,000
ineZ In the field. Three special 'for-
ces are to organize, nameleheavy ar-
tillery, quick firing fleet artillery and
cavalry.
ELKS DEDICATE
NEW HOME TODAY
Services In The Lodge Room
This Afternoon
New Clock, Indicating Eleven O'clock
Toast, Set in Pesition in the
Front.
A St WM, SLI4SION TONI(.111'.
Everything is in readiness for the
dediention of the Elks' Home today
teen to the finishing touch to the
bulicting, the installation of the clock.
The cloclowas placed yesterday after-
noon late in the front of the building
and is clearly visible at night, a bril-
liant light being eel behind it. The
clock Is not a serviceable one, being
merely one of the emblems of the
Elks' lodge, the hand. set at 11
o'clock.
Last night the committee on ar-
rangements held a final meeting and
definitely arranged for the dedieat4on
eeremonies and the social features.
The ceremonies( wia begin at 4 o'clock
this afternoon and bust until 6 o'clock
or possibly later.
Following this a stelal session win
lw beid. There will be visitors here
from many cities, a big delegation
i•oming up from Cairo. The services
eel probably tax the capacity of the
Elks' 1101114..
The Building.
The cornerxtone of the new Folks'
Home was laid January I. 1905. The
lodge has occupied the complete
building for several months and the
dedication today will find the building
handsomely furnished and equipped.
Invitations were sertt to many out-of-
town lodges to attend the dedication
today. Visiting Elks began to arrive
early this morning and a large at-
tendance is expected". On the streets
today could be seen budges in the
ledge colors.
Six o'clock dinner at the Belvedere
hotel for tweety of the oflleers of ithe
lodge may be a feature of the day's
program. The social session will be-
gin at 14:10 o'clock There will be
sire-echoic bs the members of the lodge
and a most eneeyeble "among our-
selves" is anticipated
SUPERVISORS
OF TAX BOOKS APPOINTED BY
(e)UNTY JUDGE LI(HTIVIX)T.
Eight Nlen Clicsaen to Hear Complaints
About Aeseesments of Property
In County.
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot this
morning announced his appointment
of the board of county tax book
supervisors, who will go over the
hooks of the comity assessor, begin-
nin the first Monday in January-.
The session is likely to last several
weeks. The appointments follow:
Alexander Williams. Jesse Ohildres,
James Harp, Oscar Rollinsen, George
Knott' G. R. Davis, A. W. Greif, W.
A. Baker. the tatter three being resi-
dents of the city.
PIGS AND DEN, GARBAGE PLANT
Contractor's "Reduction Works"
May Be Forced on Grand Rapids.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Dec. 6 —
The city fathers are facing the prob-
lem of determining Just how 1.000
hogs and several times as many roos-
ters and hens cant be figured as an
asset in the capacity of a neinIcipal
garbage reduction plant. Alva W.Ad-
ains, who was awarded the contract
for the disposal of the city's garbage.
has announced the completion of his
"works." The contract specified that
the plant was to be erected by him,
which part he filled by the purchase
of the hogs and chickens. The con-
tract runs for three years, and at
the end of that time the "works"
WEATHER — Generally fair
and decidedly colder tonight and
Friday. Temperatun• a ill fall
30 or 10 degree by Friday night.
The highestt temperature reached
yesterday was 70 and the lowest
today was 50.
may revert to the city if thepecontract BY THIEFis not properly fulfilled. Hence
perturbation lu official circles.
President Commutes Sentence.
Washington, Dec. 6.—The presi-
dent ho-i commuted to life imprison-
ment the sentence of death imposed
upon Arthur Adams and Robert Sae-
yes negro members of the mew of
the schooner Henry A. Bei:wind, who
aere convicted of mutiny and murder
aboard that vessel about a year ago.
The risen were tried at Wilmington.
N. C., and are now in jail ut that
place. Another member of the crew
who was convicted on the charge al-
ready has been executed.
Sit Year Term for President.
Chicago, Dec. 6.— .The National
Business League todayiadopted and
forsartied to Senator Shelby M. Cul-
lom and Reprelentative F. 0. Low-
den, of this state, for introduction in
the senate and house, a resolution
fixing the presidential term at six
years
A Mighty Ninirod.
Will Theotsald, the well knoen
wood worker employed in the local I.
C. shops, is the C;liming hunter of the
shops, lie bagged 175 rabbits, 541
birds, three 'oposesuins and five squir-
rels
VITRIOL
THIRAMN INTO YOUNG !AD'S
FACE BY UNKNOWN PERSON.
Herm:cum tiretra Eye Injured and
His EMI* Terribly Burned
by the Fluid.
Suffering from burns of the se-
vered nature, Hermann Greif. 12
years old, son of George W. Greif,
vice-president of the !Ark Singletree
company, of 705 South Fourth street,
Iles at his home in agony, lie is the
victim of youthful vitriol throwers,
the first to make their appearance in
Paducah In. years and the police are
working diligently to learn the Iden-
tity of the boys who nearly caused
the youngster to lose Ms eyesight.
This mousing at 11:10 o'clock
Herniann Greif we. sitting In the
wood shed cutting kindling. He had
his back to the alley when suddenly
he heat,! voice*, Almost at the in-
stant he felt a hot fluid strike his
head., The fluid burned severely and
ran from the top of the head all over
the face, some of it entering his left
eye. It ass thrown through an open
window.
With cries of
to the house. Dr.
was summoned,
agony the boy fled
W. C Tubankewho
saw Instantly that
he was suffering from vitriol burns.
The burns were dressed and the boy
made as comfortable' as possible. The
eyesight is not permanently affected.
PoliceniSn were summoned. They
meld sectire little In ?TIC way of a
clew from the boy as he heard only
laughs.
SEVERAL MAY BE DEAD.
Bad Factory Fire in Lynn, Slave. This
Morning,
Lynn, Niass , Dec. 6.—It is -feared
several persons were killed and many
injured in a boiler explosion and fire
in the Harney shoe factory. The PI-
plosion occurred while the employee
were going to work. The heeding
caught fire and it spread replete.
chief of the fire department saes
there 'are no fatalities, but eyowit-
weasel declare several bodies!: are
among the flames. SixteKn were in-
jured. Six buildings and several
small dwellings were destroyed. The
lose is estimated at Vionsnio,,
OLD t1/1 ELOPES.
Walked Armee the Mountains to V*.
. cape Pursuing Relativee,
Lexington, Ky., Dec. 6.-- Ballard
Cale and Mrs. Nancy Jane Wiseman,
of Cumberland Gap, Tenn., eloped to
Winchester, near here, and were
married today. Each is aged 51
years, and this Is the second mar-
riage for each., They walked several
miles across the mountains to catch
a ttain and escape pursuing rela-
tives. It is the oldest eloping couple
ever married In Kentucky. Each has
several children.
•
Finley Succeed* Spencer.
New York, Dee. 6.- W. W. Finley
wife today elected president of the
Sou there Rail way contemn y, succeed.
I Mg the tete ...a.Lolitcl Spencer. MT. Fin-ley has been "mid toe president of
the companj.
IN HER OWN HOME
Ernest Beasley Uncon-
scious Two Hours
Neal.° Lealned Illu.handec Knock wet
Gained Admittance tu South Side
Home.
TOOK NIONL1 AND WEN1 'SWAY,
Responding to a knock on the
door last night, supposing It to be
that of her husband. Mrs. Ernest C.
Beasley, of 320 Third and Elizabeth
street, wife of a well known south
side barbel was confronted by a ne-
gro.
Without weitleAs the door to
be opened the negro pushed his way
and seised Mrs. Beasley by the throat
"Where is your money'?" he de-
manded
The frightened, woman declared
she had none, but 'Re persisted in
choking her, until she showed him
where she kept her puree, contain-
ing $3.10.
As he turned to go she struck him
In the face, and he exclaimed: "Well.
I'll be damned!"
Then he grew rough in his treat•
meat toward her, and threw her on
the floor. He bound her hands with
a stocking, belonging to one of her
children, and stuffed a copy of the
Paducah Sun in her mouth to silence
any outcry.
With a parting kick at the pros-
trate woman's ankle, the brute went
out the door.
Mrs. Beasley swoenect and knew
no more for two hours. Her husband
came home a little after it o'clock
and found her unconscious bound
and gagged, lie sumnioned Dr. J S.
Troutman1 who succeeded in revile
ing Mrs. Beasley. •
Mrs. Beasley recognized the negro
as one that had been prowling
around the beam .4er several Alava.
He appeared to be plotting something
and she had told her husband of him,
She was frightened.
Mr. and Mrs. Beasley had arrang-
ed a code of signals, by which the
wife was to know when her husband
came home. He would tap drum on
the e:ass of the front door with his
finger nails. The is what the negro
did. and they think he learned the
rod,,,
Mrs. Bearley Is the wife of Ernest
C. Beasley who is employed at the
Jersey Palace barber shop on Broad
street, lie lives a few doors from
the No. 2 fire station. and generally
goes home immediately after (he
closing of the shop at 11 o'clock. It
was just before this hour when his
wife was sitting reading at her home,
The night being had she naturally
expected Mr. Beasley home early and
wise not surprised to hear a gentle
knock.
The police have a good description
of the negro. He is small, heavy set
and very dark. They are searching
all over the city for him and think
he Is still here. The stationnom at
No. 2 fire station were Dot disturb-
ed.
CHILD LABOR BILL.
Lodge Wants to Exclude From ("em-
fleece Child-Made Articles.
Watihington, 6 --- Senator
Lodge today introduced a bill design-
er] to prevent the employment 'of child
labor by prohibiting interstate com-
merce in ane article in the prodies
lion of which a child tinder 14 years
of age has been employed, and "NiM011‘
prohibition extends to children under
16 )ears of age who cannot read and
write. The violation of the law Is
inside a misdemeanor, onnishable by
fine of 1540 and imprisonment for
one year.
Senator Beveridge introduced a bill
very simiecr In Ile provisions.
Says loot Is Small.
Dallas, Tex., Der. C. Garri-
son, assistant superintendent of the
Pacific Express company, denies poe-
itively that $10.000 was stolen by
train robbers, who hold up the eaPrese
ear on the Cotton Belt railroad near
Sulphur Springs Saturday 'night. He
says the total loan could not have
be nmore than $5.001) In each.
Redistrict lag Cane*,
Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 6 — The leg-
islative redistricting ease was reas-
signed and set for argument on the
fourth day of the January term by
the court of appeals,
• muma lora , * TuE r*DucAll EVENioct, SUM774 
C 
TH E KENTUCKY 'DUTY OF PICKET PADUCki LODGES
MATINEE AND NIGHT
Saturday, Dec. 8th
The Society Event of the Season
Mcs,rs. Walters & Way present the English Actress
Miss Courtenay Morgan
In it nuignitleent production of Mlle. Bernhardt's
Beautiful Romantic
"A WOMAN OF MYSTERY"
A beautiful play'. A beautiful story. Haudsomoly mounted.
tiorgeously costumed. Miss Morgan's gowns areNspecial im-
portations from Paris, designed and made from original plate,
as used by the famous Bernhardt at her theater in Paris. A
dream of wealth and splendor.
Matinee-Prices. _Children 15c; adults 231.
Night-Priees . °5c, 35e, 50c, 75c, 11.00
t•etiatd on ,ale vrielitv rimming'
4/1/0/1ifimsomml$W1111/1///1111MNOi
TOLD BY WITNESS CHOOSE OFFICERS
Hired By Shea To Witch Fur
Scab 1Norkwen
Timekeeper KeptT.I, (hi Men and
Ade lee Was& Freely Olsen to
Throw Bricks.
THE (MICAGO STRIKE CAKE.
Cbitaisgo, Dec. 6.--Tbe court mom
in which the trial of ()omelet's P.
Shea on charges of conspiracy in cos-
nection with the teamsters' strike of
1905 is being condueted was almost
stormed today by a crowd of men
eiger to hear the evidence
Joseph Schultz, who pleaded guilty
to charges of eonepiracy at the same
till* a rimier plea was made by
Youog, was the tinit witness of the
Schuitz deekired that he was form
eriy a member of the truck driven,'
MONDAY NIGHT,DEC.1 "lath' 4" "id that he was htradChe Kentucky by Shea during the strike to act as A
BOTH PHONES 54n.
FRIDAY NIGHT, DEC, 7
Engagement of the Dainty
Comedienne,
SADIE CALHOUN
In the Successful Comedy
Drama
MY DIXIE GIRL
A play of the South; full of
wit, humor and clever dia-
:ogue, with the green hills
of Kentucky as its hack- I
ground.
Seats on %Mae Thursday t) a.
Prices. . 21.c. 3.-pr, 50c. 7%
IT IS UP TO YOU
We guor,elii. ii .tie' of Jeeelty
to he equal to the line carried le
any of the large houses. Wse
sieve you Twenty per
uent. If you are a conservative
itiyer we in%Ite you to the alsive
rearenable saving.
Auction Sale
Is a werat kind of fake. We de
out hate to auction our weeds. W.
meet every day• with parties ha%
neen faked. Be wise and do not
fall in the trap. Buy your jewelry
from
PARRISH & PARRISH
113 Ssouth Third Street
The Renee Jewelers,
.lust received a new line if up-te-
date X r• -
Winter Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Team Harness,
Buggy 'Harness,
Harness
Repaired,
washed and oiled
Paducah
Saddlery Co.
Fourth and Jefferson
Streets.
Go to Europe Free
One person In each county will be
permitted to join a personallY eon-
dueled party without rose If you wish
to take such • trip In 19417, *Adreise
(Owing two names as refeeenc•e):
AIMPTIf011 Bureau of Poreiiti; Travel,
•140.Neave Bending. Cincinnati, 0.
111th larg, supporting
headed l.v
Miss Anna Chance'
And 40 Merry Musical Maidens
in cast and chorus.
Carriages at 10:45.
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 7:5, $1 and $1.30
Seats on wile Saturday U a. no.
•- - -
msfligideeNleft'S SI %I.E.
In put seance of a judgment of Mc-
licken Circuit Court, rendered at its
• 'obe.r term, 11106. In the action of
I....ha/tics' Building and Loan .taso-
Leon, plaintiff, aira:nst Jeserie W.
.ner etc . defendant, I wUI, on Mon-
ey. Deice nil ster 10th about the hour
111 o'clock a. m I, 1906 (being
lCounty Court day), at the Court
' Douse door In Paducah, Kentucky,
••11 in, the highest bidder, on a erode
aix months, the followeig deecribed
-operty, via:
lau No. 7. in block No. 2. frontleg
. Clark ferret. beteree Ninth and
euth streets, in the city of Paducah,
.entucky; said lot fronting 4.3 feet 3
• has on Clark street and extending
•rin from Clark street, on the ease
de of said b., 112 feet 4 inches,. and
o the west side of geld it, extending
•,m said Clark street north 109 feet
m hes, with...the sunse width of 43
et 3 inches In rear ol north end of
lid lot, as described In tbe mirvey
• %de by J. W. Hopkins, City Engin-
. and recorded in County Court
,eries ofnee; being the same eon-
"eel to Fannie L. Long by Maggie
,4 John NteCrearY. by deed dated
let day of March 1)194„ and of
"cord fn deed book No. 49, page 62,
in said Clerk's office, to satisfy said
Judgment, Interest and cote..
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
Deering interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
Isonel. on which execution may issue
when due.
This 6th day of December. 1906.
CECIL. REED, Master Corn.
W. D. Greer, Attorney.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer--• Z W Bugg, VTiek titre: 0,
R. Noble, Chicago: .1. R. :Meson, Paria.
Tenn.: H. S. l'pton, Louisville, q. F.
Leake, St. Louis: Sam Friedhorg. (111-
cago; W. S. Welle, Louisville; R. F.
Haynes, Owensboro; C. P. Miller.
Memphis : Chess Mc M Utorpetrolt;
AF. . Reynotr New Orr nic, 11. 11.
Johnson, Nell York; Wm. Seymour,
Chicago: J. fg Wickliffe, Wickliffe:
J. E. Wilkins, Greenvilie. Tex.; F. S.
Cali/tell, Jacket-in, Miss.
Belvedere-T. B. Dean, Louisville.
.1 B. KratorhnIII, Detroit; .1. M. John-
son, Nashville; Roes Elgin. Hopi:011;-
4-0:c Jessie Klemefelter, PIttaburg:
C. V. Calhoun Cairo.
'A monogram In one or two letters
Ms any color of Ink, and two (Lair"
of Palter for only a dollar, a special
for Christmas, at The Sun office.
Man., a good le.-1 has (Led in he
tentio.e for la.k of a 'MI,. i;u1r,- :a-
tion,
Wells, Dunne & Harlan pre-
sent the American
Comedian
CHARLEY GRAPEWIN
In the Musical Play of
Laughs
The Awakening of
Mr. Plop
was done
in the vicinity of the store of Mont-
gomery, Ward g Co.
"I was hired by Shea," the witness
declared.
Schultz testified that be received
$2 per day whtle acting as a picket.
and wed he sorked in a squad of ten
men,
The witness said that he reported
three times a day at S3 Madieen
street. which was the headquarters
for the pickets. He said that a nee
named Tout McCormick kept the time
card for the pickets and declared that
McCormick advised him to get behind
• wagons and throw bricks at the tson•
, union drivers. lie also testified that
I be heard Stephen Summers, buelness
• I *Relit of the milk wagon drivers'
, union, who Is on trial In this present
compailylease, telt of how Rummers had beat
len up -a let of finks."
picket. His work, ha said,
Hadley's Comet.
The most famous of ail comets
though not the largest end most brit
leant, will again be visible in 1111'o
This is Halley 'a comet, so felled from
It, *dentine:tattoo by the great astron-
omer who west the friend of leir juaSt
Newton. Hartley's investigations ot
aatroaomical records ied him to o-
vert tbat the comet which be had oh-
served in 1682 heti appeared in 1531
and in 1607. The futiLlmeat of his
prophecy excited, the most intense
scientific interest and established Ii'
yond doubt the periodicity of comets
and their I110(Ielne0I1 in orbits deter-
mined by the law of gravitation Its
last appearance was In 1838, Rs pet-
iod varying betw..en s‘vent7-ilve and
seventy-six years ou ac-ount of the
the peturbing itt-a.•tions ef Jupiter
and Saturn In certaia parts of its or-
bit. k was by that time siossible tc
caletilate its move-glees; with so in•o'h
Rtes,er accuracy the: is before tle.t
made Its perineilot. liasstg,
four days of the pred;cted date It
was not then s very gr tnd elsject Ic
the naked eye, but the light of 7(1
nueleue surplasel :net ef second
magnitude stars Was ctmairible
with that of souse reddish stars tit
the Ire mope tede, such is Alde-
baran and liattrai. Its tall, wal.a
the comet was leen...eels:at the sill,
attained to a !mtge.' of 20 dezrees -
Leslie a Weekly
•••
TARIFF REVISION.
Mbeisachuisetus Congressman at Head
of New Crusade.
Washington, Dec. 6.- Congress-
man Butler AMPS, of Massachusetts
has begun a propaganda for an im-
mediate movement in the interest of
tariff revision. He says be is not un-
dertaking to secure action at the
present session of congress, but Is
urging upon Republean members
the advisability of a general caucus
to "give concerted expression of their
determination to Immediately_ revise
the inequalities present In our tariff
laws so that all possible notice to the
country at large may be given as to
the time of revision. '
He thinks that the subject should
be taken up immediately after the
4th of Marct. and would have the
caucus determine the best method of
procedure, and whether the' whole
tariff laws should' be revised or only
particular schedules amended.
Uncle litim's Wealth.
Washington, Dec. 6.- Leaders it
congress must page the (ship subsidy
blii to get rid of a threatening tress
'try sweets or revise the tariff. The
Vetted States is getting rich so fast
they dou't know what to do with the
Money. At the eke* of business yes-
terday the surplus in round numbers
was sixteen and one-half millions. A
year ego the treasurer bad a deficit
of over $10,000.00.
Subscribe tor me sun,
Eastern Star Bolds Annual .
Election To Chairs
Knights of Columbus anti ifrilcr cit
Eagles Hold Their Year!)
lNe1TALLATIONS (0Mk. L.ITER.
Members of the Eastern Star, ti'
city, elected officers last night as fol-
lows:
Worthy matron Mrs. Anna
Wright; worthy patron, E. W. Whit-
temore; assistant worthy matron,
MIS. Laura Gideon; conductoress.
Mrs. Eugenia Lewis; associate,
ductoress, Mrs. Georgia Roll..
secretary, Miss Pauline Roth; treiL
urer. Fred Acker.
The installation will be on ti,
third Wednesday night of th
month.
Eagles Meet.
The Eagoes' lodge elected officers
last night as follows, the Installation
being the first Wednesday night in
January:
Worthy president, Tom Harrisor
worthy vice presideet, J. A. Kenetz
kat: worthy chaplain. George An1
recht; worthy secretary, D. P. Ma
ton: worthy treasurer, SA',
conductor. D. C. Glass;
J. E. Morgan: outside guard,
Glees: trustee for long term, Lou
S Levy; examining physician. Dr
1..SmIth.
hilAghte of Callalblell.
The Knights of Columbus elected
'Steers as follows:
• Grand knight, John .1. Donovan:
deputy grand knight, W. J. White
secretary, A. R. Meyers; treasurer,'
Morton Hand; chancellor, F. H. FL
regale waiden, George F. Welke.
'Fe:three Colonel John J Doriae
advocate, Joseph Mullens; Inside
4marcl. Maurice Lanihan; outside
guard. J. P. Glyeuhaaser: trustee for
two years A. R. grouse; trustee for
three years., Michael Williams.
[NEWS OF KENTUCKY I
male Wins Suit.
Veisallies, Ky.., Dec. 6.- Circuit
Judge Robert L. Stout, of the state
decal cou rt has directed At • •
General Hays et Frankfort to pr,-,
indsinient for the commonwealth
suits masticated in name by state
tursnee Ormirnoss,oper Henry R Pre ,
itt against the Northwestern Muei.
Life Insurance companes of Mile,.
km, Wis . and the Mutual Benefit Li
Llialtwance company. of Newark, N. .1
which the state seeks to
for live yeass on the i,
at premiums which the com,-.
tributed to policyholders as
during that time and on which ti
made no repore•to the state. The c.. -
sill undoubtedly go to the court
appeals on appeal from the de
af Judge stunt, and If that juth
is upheld the stela will, it iset
ad recover In the gegglIborhood
$30,000 on taxes for the years sir,
1900. Other companies interest.
Awaiting the decision are the, Conno
.aut alettwal, the Mullet Life of New
York, and the New York Life.
Suicides. In Office.
London, Ky., Dec. G.-- Miss Lo
Adams, a pretty girl of 16. swalloe
Ad morphine In the office of Dr. C 1
Troutmnn. at East Bernstadt toda
Ind died this evening. She had ti
ened suicide end several
ho saw her enter the office expe,
ed her intention. They followed an
found her as she wag swallowing 11.
morphine in large quantities. Dr.
Troutman returned and treated the
girl hut In vain.
The girl has visited the doctor's
office frequently of late. Dr. Trout-
man and his wife recently separated,
and the doctor was held under bond
on a charge of betraying the girl who
today ended her life.
Bischoff Is Insane,
Louisville, Dec 6.---Jeceb Bischoff
Ander 5*n-tem* of death for the mur-
der of hl s wife was yesterday de-
clared Insane by a jury summoned on
reettest of his attorney, S P Edwards,
and preskted over by Sheriff Henry
Bell Biseboff was to have been
hanged at sunrise Friday morning.
He 5501 now be tormented to an Hay-
;um untie such time as he inay remit
e normal mental condition. in 'which
•:alse the sentence of the law will be
carried out.
eelishan Trial $et.
W.neheitter. Ky.. Dee 6 -Circuit
seourt is in peastott sod the 'trial of
.m/MMa•
eareiVeMps,N, DECEMBER a. 4
A Revelation of "Things Beautiful"
- -At Wolff's 
oUR preparations for the approaching holiday season en-able us to offer you a splendid collection of gifts, won-
derful in its beauty and almost limitless in variety. Come in
and pay us a visit: we want to point out to you our readiness
for the Christmas season. Whether you desire some simple
token of remembrance on a more elaborate gift we can meet
the most exacting demands. You will not he importuned to
buy and a visit of inspection, while our stocks are complete,
will he full of suggestion.
Silverware Cut Glass Hall Clocks
50e to $150 $1 to $50 $25 to $125
Hand Painted China Silver Toilet Articles
$1.00 to $75.00 23 cents to 125.00
Antique Copper Desk Sets
15.00 to $15.00
Umbrellas
114 50 to 11:,-) $1.50 to $10 00
Purses and Card Cases
Walking Sticks
50 cents to $15.00
Bracelets and La Vallieres
oo to 165.m
Brooches and Rings Diamonds and Watches
111.50 to $250 115 00 to S1,000
Electroliers Candelabfra fans
$10 to $341 $4/.540 to $25 $3 to $10
Belt Buckles
$2 00 to ill)
And in my other appropriate things from which to make your
selections. The range of price is such that you can easily
remember all with some token and' still limit your expenditure.
J. 1. Wolff Jeweler
327 Broadway. Both Phones 458
 1111H111111. 
- Don't fail to
Visit Christmasland at Ogilvie's.
Don't fail to
Visit Toyland at Ogilvie's.
Don't fail to
Visit Fairyland at Ogilvie's
Don't fail to see
The Window Displays at Ogilvie's.
Don't fail to read
Ogilvie's ad Saturday. It will help you.
It will save you money.
Don't fail to come and see the new
things at Ogilvie's.
Don't fail to follow the crowd to Ogilvie's.
N:fit
(.
ii
DYSPEPSIA CURE
O 111 00 Soak certain' 2'4 Penes th• tele! sko. ("hie! aolk lor 50 ems&DIGESTS WHAT YOV EATWALT AT TAO LAVOIATORT OP 0•Z, C. DeWITT as COMPANY. CHICAGO. ELL•0-4311 IRV TA1141111U1011
Ed Callahan, of Breathitt county. fe
contempt Of Court on the cilearge
helping (spirit away witnesses (Kirin..
the famous Hargis-Marcum suit, wa
set for December 17.
ti•edsehss sad N•oesiats front Cold
LAXATIVE BROMO QnI•10e. the Send wire-
ceidesei lirip ientedy removes muse Coil ii -
full Mime. Look for sistista,e K. W Crest t,r. 1
A man's honesty may ba due To
snialiness of the brine offered.
Some men NNW to it: al, a
honesty is the best p '
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122424 N. Ivourth Phones 787
1
U1lt" Ilse t )1,11-; it ti
Gift Suggestions
Theebest k now n recent fiet on here-
tofore published at $1.7t, in hand-
some bindings, profusely illustrated,
tifferi'd at
50c Per Volume
F SPE' II ?1 r. g but _tit xnensl‘t• .1
price, these are ideill gifts tee
tastes.
Daniel Sweetkuid, by Philpotts.
The Man Between, Amelia Barr.
Rock in the Baltic, Roibt. Darr.
Home of Defense, Benson.
Rezanov, Gertrude Atherton.
Doc Gordon, Mary E. _Wilkinase-
The Hese of ()Id St. Lotries:' "
The Cell of the Wild.
Hearts and Masks,
The Virginian.
The Mall of the Hour.
The Lightning Conductor.
rhe Adventures of Francois.
The Ptellset Crewel.
Dorothy Sleuth.
The Crisis,
The Simpendere.
In the...Pa:are of the King
The Mem on the Box.
The tit-Inlet of Navarre
The Lea Wolf.
Oletfield.
Fiber and Igraine
and 200 others.
We sell ell $1.een
el at 11.20,
THE Ple•MPT kITER HAN THE
W 111)144T ('11011K.
Many of the above 4.sun' be obtained
only from our store.
(They Right Nov-
D. E. WILSON
The Itisk tad lbw Mis
At Hatiost's BIN Departmeot
THE MAN UNDER
THE BED
Like the early holiday shopper,
receives quiekest attention. Let
us interest you in our complete line
if Solid [Iold It Woos* Pins,
Scarf Pins, Watcees, Solid Gokl
Diamond Set lireeeleta. Our title
is up-to-date and latest patterns
Ask to see our 1191104111 Uoliday
Prices on ILogers Sliver Plated
K n veslyolpitSpOtetitit Ste.
EYE SEE JEWELRY AO OPTICAL CO.
1 A KONETZILt.
Miter ant Optioss
315 Elronclvvok)-
Wsarrsussisher thu Pleta.:*.
Third year In Paducah.
OPEN NIGHTS TILL
JANUARY 1st.
A Sensible Xmas Gift
Is a - pair of our glasses in a
seal leather ease with the re-
cipient's name on it in gold let-
ters We tit the glasses after
Xmlik knd furnish the case
without extra charge. Leave
your order now.
EYES EXAMINED FREE
STEINFELD OPTICAL CO.
Gpiici Headqaariers II Paducah.
509 BROADWAY
Oak Dale Hotel
BrcAok perrt, III.
Rates $1 a OH. NO* 01.
Mrs J. 1. loans, Priartetress.
-• - - - - -
GEORGE. MASIGANA.
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist. All
Calls promptly attended night and
day. Residence Phone 2935 Old. Of-
fice,. Thompson Transfer company.
Roth ,Phones 367.
•
OATH OF BLOOD
TAKEN BY GROWERS
At A Secret Meeting Held In
Caldwell County
ul'rineetott 
1)rgatsii,e ',Inv anti
I Ir•ler I WagUt• to Bring Nisei to
)ustiee.
Tilt'. INVESTIGATION CONTIN1414.
Princeton, 'Ky., Dee. Gee-Evidence
showing that members of the Dark
Tobacco Growers' association of Cald-
well county have taken an oath to
shed blood if necessary to further the
caUlie of the eroWers who ate fighting
the tobacco trust was brought out In
testimouy this afternoon before State
Fire Marshal Mott Ayres, investigat-
ing the outrage of )'a -t leriday night.
Price Morse, aged 18, member of
the association swore that be heard
the statemeet at a secret meeting of
the planter» "1 want all those *to
sill pledge themselves to take up
arms and shed blood for the sestets-
lion to stand up." Morse said many
of the men stood up, and that all
those who refused to -take the oath
uere excluded from the meeting
haw and Order League,
Princeton. }O., Dee. G. -- While
there is no excitement on the streets
here today there is Intense feeling
over the outraged committedeby the
"night riders" -in burning the tobac-
co 'barns here, and the people are
beginning to express their views a
little more freely The Rev. G. W.
Hummel, pastor of the Methodist
and tbe Rev. Dr. Casiell.the
Presbyterian minister, and one or
two other influential citizens, are
taking steps to form a "Law and Or-
der League," with a view of aiding
justice, if not Indeed accelerating it.
WIS4'ONt4IN OFFICES COME 1110191,
--
Candelettee tetatemente of Espresso...
Itet.al Heavy Disbureentents.
---
Madieen. Win., Dec. G.—Sworn
etatensents flied in the itecretary of
state's eel -e by cundidates for party
notalea sone at the Vileptember printer-
lee and for office at the regitlar elec-
tion ;as' month show th-at the office
literketellelteflireeleferielernenertehrtfiteft
eampaiens. -W. D. Connor, of Marsh-
fietd. Repu b Fos n lieutenant governor-
elect, and the man credited wieh hav-
ing brought iabout the defeat of Sen-
ator Lii Follette's candidate for the
Republican nomination for governor.
Irvine L. leenroot, or Superior, spent
the recite. ,Mr. Connor says that be
pen sd $17,334. Mr. Connors sit-
ar) will be $1.040 a year. Mr. Len'
root spent $7,75.3; John A. AY-Iward.
of Madison, Democratic candidate for
goverror, $3.680: Frank L. Gilbert.
of *edition, liepubliran attorney gen-
eral-elect, $1,447.54, and his Demo-
cratic opponent, Martin L. Isteck, of
Juneau, $324. Congremenvan Bab-
cock, who was defeated for re-elerteon
spent $7.621.
Shute Himself Out.
A new aneedete f James Witeomh
Riley is told. Mr. Riley, it appear*.
Is extremely averse to social func-
tions. He was recently, however, in-
duetted to attend a "literary" dinner
in Indianapolis given in honor of a
novelist of that city.
Riley had been teed to take in to
dinner a sister of his host. an eve-
lent Women, w though anything bet
"literary."
The eon ve rem t ion touching upon
the beauties of the Chaucer, about
whom a certain set of the city was
then cultivating a fad, g spirited die-
edesion ensued, during which the be-
wildered sister caught from time to
time only the name "Chaucer."
At last she whispered to Riley•
"Who Is Mr. Chances they're talk-
ing so much about? Is he very pop-
ular in society?"
"Madame" solemnly responded RI-
ley, "that man did something that
forever ehute him out of society "
"Heavens!" exclaimed the worth)
dame, "and what was that?"
"He died several hundred yeare
ago," said Riley.—Harper'.
State Press Agent.
Winfield Kan., Dec. G.— Kansas
Is going to have a paid advertising
agent, and he is going to get a fat
sum from the state to write for the
press of the east. He will advertise
Kansas' resources. H1A appointment
will be by the legislature. Kansas
crops (hie year exceed all othereand
the state believes that by spending
$50,000 a year advertising the fact,
it can induce sufficient traffic to the
state to inerease the land values.
There are times when an ounce of
Ingenuity dleouets a ton of energy.
THE .r.Auutmt
EVERYBODY WANTS4
HARLAN TO RUN
Says Representative Langley
Of The Tenthi
Great Jurist %%inlaid Reeelse Support
of Beller Class of Both
Parties.
ItillEST 010 \ HOOD
Washington, Dec. G.— Represent-
ative-elect John W. Langley. of the
Tenth Kentucky district, today gave
the gubernatorial boom of John V
Harlan, of the United States supreme
court, an increased impetus by com-
ing Out flat-footedly for the jurist.
"I do not know," said Mr. Lang-
ley todave "what Justice Harlan
do. I do know this, however, he is
the undoubted choke of the Repub-
licans of Kentucky, and if he is nom-
inated he will sweep the state. I am
not disparaging the candidacy of any
other man who has been mentioned
for-governor of Kentucky when
make'. this statement. but there i-
praetirally but one opinion in the
state: that Is that Justice Harlan
would make an extraordinary strong
candidate and tinted be elected by It
handsome majority. •
"Justice Harlan," continued Mr.
Lankley. "has reflected great credit
upon the state by his servIces on the
bench. He Is recognized as the high-
est type of man and he 'would bring
to his support thousands of Demo-
crats ani hold in line every Repub-
lican. I have no hesitancy In saving
that I am in favor of the nomination
of lust Ice Harlan "
When It was suggested to yr.
banlItler that instive Harlan is nbail
73 years old. Mr. Langley replied:
"No, that is incorrect. iastlee Har-
lan is 71 years young."
Mr. Langer - was In conference
with Justice.. Harlan yesterday, and
while he admitted that the demands
the justice is receiving to make the
race were discussed, he declined to
talk of that phase of the subject.
"I preatene." said Mr. Langley.
"that if the demand for Justice Har-
lan cont lanes he will take some
Matinee of It but I do not know,
all events, a statement as to Justl,.
WOW" tittaftiott.k sis906. lame
from him personally rather than one
of his political friends."
RIMATER
Responsible for Trio of Rig Western
Monopolies, I,
Denver, Dec. G.— TheL whole:
payment of rebates and the grant',
of preferential rates were shown 1
fore the intersbate commerce cue
mission today to be the methods
ployed by the Denver and Rio Grat
railroad system 'in building up at,
are reputed to be two of the great,
monopolies west of the Missouri
Cr, The coal monopoly, represented
by the Utah Fue: company, and tho
iron and steel monopoly represene
by the Colorado Fuel and Iron en -
pane The evidence which was
ducted with respect to the Utah F,I ,
company has been turned over t,
the United States dlieelft attorney
here with a view to peesentation
a federal grand jury ?which will
asked to return intectinents for the
pttyment of rebates.
Fiddle and Violin.
"Fiddle" Is a word that has
dignity to such an extent that "
doubt Senor Sartusate whose reel!,
begin at Bechstein Hell, would- be
entitled to resent being called a!
"fiddler" instead of a "violinist." All
the same, "fiddle" is centuries old..
In our language than "violin." see
"fiddle" and -viol" are probably ety-
mological doublets. Though the for-
mer has reached us by BOITIP Teutonic
route, and the latter come from Italy
via Provence, both are believed to
go back to the late Latin "vIdula" or
-vitula." Since the Instrument so-
called appears to have received its
name as one appropriate to the Mer-
riment of a festival ("vittilari"— to
keep a festival), and since "vitulari"
probably meant origtnally to sacri-
fice a calf ("vitulus"), we have the
astonishing result that "fiddle," "vi-
olin" and, "veal" may he reckoned as
relations.—. London Exchange,
The Lawyer—is the -defendant In
the habit of drinking when he is
alone? The Witness—I really cannot
say, I never had the pleasure of be-
ing with him when he was alone.—
Chicago Daily News,
Mr. Widowhr (introducing the
second Mrs. W.) —Come, children,
and kiss your new mamma. Elsie—
My gracious! If you took her tor
"new" they stuck you pa—Philadel-
phia Press.
\ ENING
Exceptional Inducements for
SATURDAY BUYERS
Men's and Young Men's Suits and Over=
coats == Special Lot a— Special Prices
In the past few days, [several thou end dollers worth of !tight grade
clothing for nun, young men and boy has hi,en rect.:veil and olitteed on tt.tr I
tabit a. Owing to the lateueee of the S4'a ot1 every pettny's worth of the:
good merchandise was secured at a considerable dlecount from Walcoff.
Ude:I & Co., and Henry J. Brock & Co., thus enabling us to offer some of
the beet bargains of the season fully thirty da)s before it is custontai
to make reductions.
The* garments are Superb values teed worth from 2to per eent to
25 per cent, more than the price asked, and efford'en extraordinary oft
portunity which we are sure will tie (idly aptireclated. The Kde starts
Saturday ntorning and will etentinue untnierrtiptedly until this especial
is entirely closed wit. order* will be prompy filled wtth the best
selections.
See the Splendid Values in
Suits and Overcoats $7.50 to $15
The overcoats are tot in French back form-fitting se) le, with broad
ahotilder• and tdet it center vent: also the medium and full back emit. [Sleek
and gray -InThiNet. Irish Frieze, Ker,ey and Melton. All sizes lit tut
breast neetsure, regulars, remits and slims.
The stilts are [splendidly tailored single or double breastee,
Thibets, Cheviets and English Worsteds. They are cut In tite former:,
as sell as loose bark, and have either single or double vents-
In both stilts and overcoats every detail of tailoring is high-,
'and dependable.
Far the Chrietreas buyer this sale has greet mume-seving
.110N it a itensible gift is desired for husband, father or hrw,her.
Don't deay your inepection of these remarkable %neer. for the (.11
tSVDRENS COPIPIni OUTFIT
409- 4431BROADWAY
ir
IN YOUR KITCHEN
Thanksgiving
Christmas
and New Year
There's a combitiiiion of good cheer—and hard, un-
necessary work for the housewife.
On such occasions, bear in mind, a McDougall Kitchen
Cabinet would do half your work. And it will do the.saine
every day as long as you live. _
And it will save enough in kitchen supplies to pay for
itself in one year and pay you $25 or $30 every year there-
after as long as you live.
As long as you /lye, we repeat, beernse that's the kind
of durability you get in a McDotmall and in no other
cabinet.
Neither will you floc] McDougall convenience, cleanli-
ness and superior finish in any other eabinct.
There are other cabinets that sell for about the same
prices as the McDougall and there are others "made-to-sell"
at front $2 to 114 less.
But no really economical woman can afford to buy such
a cabinet when she can get a genuine McDougall for $15
to $2S.
And no discerning woman will have anything but a
-ea
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genuine McDougall if she will but eel. the MeDongall be-
fore buying any other.
Out thirt,n day trial plan will enable yoil to put a
McDougall in your kitchen right now.
First time you're down town, make it a prAt to see
our attraetive McDougall display.
r..11
" -
or—ggraglitfill
NOTE THE PRICES
Prices
$18.00
to
$28.00
Easy
Pay=
ments
V, Whatever' Is gained at the 
cost of
,ehrerneter gets on the wromt aide of
'the ledger.
A trip eltroad is the surest way to
teach peOpie to appreciate home.
7
e
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THURSDAY, DECENIBER 0.
ST.ATEMF:NT.
\member-1MM.
1 3913 16 3926
2 4069 17 3939
3 3936 19 3892
5 4606 241 3876
6 3920 2L 3864
7 3933 22 3872
8 3980 2.3 3888
9 4009 24 3897
10 3947 26 38119
12  39.8 21 3886
11 4023 28 3893
14 3973 29 3901
15 3968 30 3908
lie
TOTAL  102,888
Average for November. 1906  1957
Ayerage for November, IY35  3719
Increase  238
Personally appeared before me,
Ma. Dec. 1. 1906, E. .1. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Syn. who af-
firms that the above statement of
the (irculation of The Sun for the
month of Nov., 1906, is true to the
beast of his knowledge and' belief.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
My orniu.Aiton exelles January
22. 19008.
Daily Thought.
"Choose sunny ways and a speech,
frank, honest and charitable to the
Ut I orlilOSt.'.
CURRENCY REFORM.
At last the prospects of the much
needed .currency reform are bright-
ened as the shadow of unreasonable
prejudice recedes. For many years
currency legislation, especially legis-
lation for the purpose of making the
currency elastic, was regarded with
an antipathy of long standing, the
companion to the severe &Rick of
anglo-phobia with which the nation
was stricken a few years back. Sug-
gestions of bankers that some reme-
dy should be afforded for a condition
t which caused fluctuating rates, were
regarded with the same suspicious
that attended arguments of physi-
cians in favor of better sanitation.
People coudn't understand why a
banker thituld desire reasonable, sta-
ble rates of interest, any more than
they could figure out why a doctor
RhOil Id desire healthful conditions.
The simple fact is that bankers and
doctors are affected by whatever af-
fects the whole community and In the
same way. Unhealthful physical and
financial conditions, epidemics and
excessive rates of interest. afflict
them as they do the rest of us Few
people, in fact have understood the
financial sit ilati(n. "Elastic curren-
cy" and cull) at lc 1.1) stem.- are
terms we pass by a We IILVra:. We
bear of no per cent, for call loans in
New York. We hear of the money
"seeded to move the crops of the
west" and lead about the—New-York
hanks Importing $111.000.000 in
gold from Europe. Then we lean
back with .. sigh of enntentmeiresue-
Wife' with the majestic proportions
of the 'figures. notwithstanding the
fact that ten times $10,000,000
would no more than suffice in a pan-
ic. The seeretary of the treasurer
comes to that aid otlhe banks and
deposits money. Afteg• awli1l 4he has
to come out itt a statement to the
Press associations that he won't de-
posit any more twine).
The truth is, money like every
nther cononodity goes after profits.
There is jest so much money In ex-
istence and it has to be visibly used
In cash tianstietione. The farmers
of the west must have the cash. So,
In the fall the gold dollars and the
silver dollars engage In a grand rush
for the western plains, draining New
York. and the Importatton from. En-
trope and deposits by the government
begin. Up go Interest rates and, pres-
ently call loans In New York soar to
30 per cent. Back rushes the money
from the west tØ New York peel mell,
and, as the tide ebb. and flows, obey-
ing conditions that are as certain
and regular as the movements of
the planets, the interest rates over
the country rise and fall in reeponee.
"Money is tight." they say and we
all know what that Means. -
A !oral example of the naves/ally
• iamb at icrtain times of the
year Is afforded in ,the situation right
now. Tobacco is coining into the
sarehouass every day and dish must
be paid oti delivery. It Is safe ty say
that the bottitrville banks are spending
a halt million doliars a 4104 to Into"-
for point., to pity for tobacco. Now.
the same money le needed to do the
ordinary- business of the bank with.
An elastic currency simply means a
system by which the actual currency
of the bank can be expended in there
annual ericencies for the arcomMO-
dati011 of the cuetomers.
The bankers' association proposes
that they be allowed to issue notes
to a certain per cent, of their capital
tinder the directIonof the treasury
department, the tax on these notes
la.lng high enough to drive
the notes back to the
banks when not actually needed.
President Roosevelt calls this reme-
dy TO the attention of congress, but
makes no recommendation further
than to ask that some remedy be ap-
plikr
. —
We favor a ship canal from the
lakes to the gel?, but our enthusi-
asm is tempered with selfishness. We
are not up to the standard of those
broad-minded, public-spirited citi-
zens of St. Louis and Chicago, who
are working to divert $3.000,000 of
the rivers and harbors appropriation
into the canal channel. We actually
are so base as to flavor blowing the
money in to promote a nine foot
channel in the Ohio river. That ship
canal is a dream of future decades,
when it comes to damming and con-
trolling the current of the Mississip-
pi: but year around navigation on
the Ohio river is a thing of present
need.
o' 
The lactation Standard, in com-
menting on the president's message,
says the most significant feature is
that the president is"censtantly find-
ing himself up against the American
Constitution." %%len, that is what it
is there foe Mr. Roosevelt is a little
impatient of delaye, quick to decide
and quick to act. If he did not en-
counter an obstacle In the constitu-
tion once In a while the rest of us
would be breathless trying to keep
up with him. We are inclined to
think that Mr. Roosevelt and the
constitutios wi'l get alone all right
together.
0---
John Wesley Gaines has introduc-
ed a bill increasing the salary of a
congressman to $7,500, and pro-
vide, that the raise will not take
effect until the sixty-flee congress-
Congreateman Gaines by laureate's
the emoluments may be adding an
Incentive to some one to contest his
nomination the next time.
A Massachusetts town was sold at
austion Monday. That Is a fate never
visited on any towns In this section.
To he sure Kentucky has a degener-
ate citiren once in a while that has
to be sold under the hammer, but no
towns.
Democratic leaders should be grat-
ified and flattered wheal somebody
offers to take one of their planks
and make a practical teat of it. What
do they want to do with their planks.
anyway?
There is no such thing as a neces-
sary evil. No evil us necessary. Noth-
ing that is necessary is evil.
So live that you will feel all right
when you wake rip In the morning.
NEW YORK'S WEALTH.
11) the computation of the census
bureau, the wealth of the state of
New York comprised in farms and
other real property, factories, rail-
roads, telegraphs, canals, machinery,
gold and silver, etc., is $14,769,-
042.207.
_nth s Is epproximately one-seventh
of the national total of $107,000.-
000,00o. It exceeds Italy's wealth by
nearly $2,000,000,000, and is about
equal to the combined national re-
sources of Spain. Portugal, Switzer-
land and the Netherlands. It ranks
New York among the financial great
powers, with a standing just below
that of Austria-Hungary.
A per (epee division of the state's
wealth would give $2,000 to every
titan, woman and child, as comPartel
with the national average of $1,320.
It represents the aggregate posses-
sions of 15.000 plain millionaires, Sfl
Carnegie* or 20 Rockefellere. it
would buy all the railroads in the
United States.
To this enormous *ealth state is
adding $500,n00.11110 a year, or al-
most the valuation of Baltimore. It
is a wonderful showing of material
prosperity, one that gives 8 prowler
claim to the title of Empire State.
Within this single commonwealth Is
now contained more than double the
wealth of the entire national half a
century ago, and its annual Increase
more than rteeeds the total value of
our expirt trade when Grant Was
president.--- New York World.
richer: by over $3,000,000 In Reline
wealth, but even this Is not more im-
portant than the accumulation of ex-
perience in the utilization of our re-
sources which is now In progress and
the awakening of the entire country
to the fact that in the south is to
center the mightiest industrial and
commercial forces of the world. This
section can duplicate the coal and
iron and steel industry of the north
and west: it can duplicate the cot-
ton-spinning Interests of the world;
it ca g duplicate the lumber and
wood working interests of the entire
country; it can duplicate the oil
trade of America, If not the world's;
It can continue to monopolize the
world's cotton production; it can
produce all the rice needed In Amer-
ica, nearly all the -tobacco and much
of the sugar; it can duplicate all of
the citrus fruit and trucking-indus-
try of the country; it can double its
present cereal crop of S00.000,000
bushels double and -quadruple its
cotton crop, duplicate through its
great rivers and splendid harbors the
coastwise and foreign trade of the
country. It can and will do all these
things and even then not have reach-
ed the limit of its development. —
Manufacturers' Record.
ROOSTER
ACTED AS PROCY AT AN OMEN.
"at. WEDDING.
thInarnan In .ernerica United to Girt
lie Nester letter—"Prienti"
Was There.
Wadengton, Dec. 6 --Behind a de-
e eke' of the teeretere of einillners'e
and labor, ordering the deportation
of a Chimer lad who recently ae-
riled for admiesion to the United
Suites at lea Angeles, lies a story of
unusual interest. Sam For, a mer-
(-hunt at Los Angeetes. chimed that
the boy, who Is fourteen years of age,
was his won and that under the law
the immigration officials had no other
alternative than to permit hintta
The 'testimony In the cute shows
that Bern For halt lived In thfs country
since 1881 and that he hsa never
paid a vialt to his native land. He
told the inspectors at Lon Angeles
that he was married: that bila wife
did not live In the United State,. had
never been here, and ,in fact-that he
had•yet to have the pleasure of meet-
ing her \\*hen asked hew he knew
the boy gas his son he replied that his
wife had told him no.
Further questioning developed that
Sane in seCordanee with an ancient
Chinese custom, married ht n wife by
moxy. The inspectors, therefore ex-
pected to be -told that thie friend who
acted proxy at the marriage ceremony
was the father of the boy. But a
surprise was in store for them.
"Who *as the proxy?- queried one
of the inspectors.
"A rooster,- replied the merchant
"A ,rooster?" repeated the aston-
ished innpectio. "What kind of a
rooster?"
"A Shanghai rooster,- said the Ori-
ental with a bland smile.
These things are set forth in a re-
port just received at the department
of commerce and labor. As the in-
spectors were unable to get satisfac-
tory information as to the paternity
of the boy, they recommended that he
be deported, and an order to that ef-
fect was accordingly issued by Secre-
tary Metealia It developed that it is
a custom in Chinese marriages by
proxy to have an animal ors bird act
In the piece of the abeent principal.
Patents for Kentuckians.
Washington, D. C., Dec C.—Pat-
ent, issued: Henry] F. Carrico, Padu-
eah, power machine for churns-. Hen-
ry JeFiirete-leottisville, grain door fop
box cars; Luther G. Ihrig, Ledo'.
burg, implement for deadening to-
.001.111kts: Arthur W. Lewis, Mois-es, nut lock; Melvin A McCoy,
Thomas, fence post; John J. Reilly,
hottlevIlle,• lubricator; William P
Robinson, Henderson, barrel press
YOU OON'TsNAVE TO Will I
Peery dose makes you feel better. Las- Poe
keep* your whole isetdea right. Sold on the
money-beck plan everywhere Price Sot tote.
-----
Relief for Rheumatism.
These damp days are hard on p00-
file afflicted with rheumatism, and
relief is sought in all sorts ot reme-
dies.
There le no doubt In the minds of
people who have suffered with the
dread disease and those who have
stndied It closely that probably more
relief can be secured from the Osteo-
pathic treatment than any other.
Of course, some chronic cages
won't yield to any, treatment, but in-
stances of rases of seven and eight
years' standing yielding to three
months' treatments can be reed. If
you are suffering of rheumatism, I
should like to discuss your case with
you, examine you and tell you what
I can do for you. With the drSt hot
sir treatment that I use with ()Mete
Pattie I am having very gratIfYint
suceens with people you hole well
WHAT WE CAN DUPLICATE. Dr. G. B. Froitge, 516 Broadway
ATTORNEYS' FEES
IN REHKOPF CASE
Allowed By The Referee After
Hearing of objections
Kea:teal Net, Illidletnirilla Its-turned By
Grand Jury This Morning Iii
Report.
CRIMINAL COURT PPOGREASI.
Executions to Jaime filed by the
assignee and attorneys in the bank-
rupt matter of the E. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery company were tried in Referee
E. W. Bagby's court sesterday after-
noon. All proof w'as heard and the
following disposition made:
Claim of R. J. Barber, assignee.
$500, allowed.
Claim of Premium Surety compa-
ny, $142, for premium on bond of
Assignee R. J. Barber, cuth to $60,
and allowed.
Claim of Campbell and Campbell,
attorneys for assignee tn state court,
$1,000, cut to $500 and allowed.
Claim of Attorneys W. V. Eaton
and J. D. Mocquot, representing cred
itors, $1,000, cut to $500 and al-
lowed.
Attorneys Campbell and Campbell
for filing schedule in bankrupt court,
$50 aViwanee.
Oillehil Order.
This morning an official order
awarding machines to the Bosworth
Machine company, of Maine. was
made In the E Rehkopf Saddlery
company case The company Bled a
duplicate lease, showing the machine
had not been purchased outright.
In t•ircuit Court.
At press; time the case against Sam
Llebel and A. V. Bauer, for nuisance,
was. being argued. -They operated a
saloon at 9450 Washington street, fre-
quented principally by marrow
T. Berry Charles Frederick and
H. M. Dalton were excused as petit
Jurors. and A. L. Robertson, M.
Schwab and G. W. Webb substituted.
A warrant charging Will ile?Aur-
ray, colored, who yesterday got one
year la the penitentiary for obtain-
ing money by fa?' pretenses, with
petit larceny, Was filed away. He
stole an over:real and sold It. The
Indictment is for the theft of the
coat
In the ease of Sam Leibel, who
got $150 fine and six months In jail
for maliclons shooting, a motion for
a new trial was entered.
The (tette against C. It Blacknall
for furnishing leper to a minor was
dismissed. _ ,
In Criminal Court.
A fine of Vete vete Mx months in
, tail is the punishment Inflicted on
!Sem Liebe' for "hooting at John Mul-
ler. The two had differeneee and
when Liebel thought Muller made re-
marks about his conduct, rushed back
to his saloon, secured a pistol and
opened fire when he saw Muller again,
It is alleged. He wile appeal.
C. W. Carnesal, Ira Burnley, M. L.
Shelton and Harry M. Dalton were
chosen as petit Juror..
Al4 eases against bawdy house(
keepers were lett open on the doeket
until Judge Reed learns whether the
operators of these houses have closed
them,
Attie-hew Goods.
Three barreic and eixty-five bags of
flour were attached yesterday by
Temple Bros. at the store of J. el
Perkins, Eighth and Meehan&
streets. The stone 'was Chimed- wave-rat'
d-ays ago by M. levingeton & corn-
Pane for a debt. The Temple case will
come up December 17 for trkal.
New Suits.
Felix ,RitidoSph, arlaUlnIstrator 01
the estate of H. A. Rose, filed stilt
against the interstate Life Insuratroe
company for $10.0'.00 In the circuit
court. The autt was withdrawn front
federal court the lest term and sev-
eral defects remedied before filing in
the state court again.
Mrs. Maggie Overstreet filed suit
against the Grand Lodge of the An-
cient Order of United Workmen for
$2,060. the face of a policy on the life
of William Overstteet, who died two
years ago.
Third Report of Grand Jury.
The grand jury made its third re-
port this morning returning four in-
dictments as follows: Claborn War-
ren, colored, for maliciduele euttleg
Elvin Jeffords. a 15-year-old white
boy. John Callahan, for maliciously
cutting John Rook; Wood Jones and
Charles Groashart, for selling an
overcoat which did not belong to
them, representing it as their prop-
erty; Oscar Hoffman, for breaking
Into the house of J. C. blast.
Deeds Filed.
Ceell Reed, M. C , to H. Diehl, Sr ,
property near Clark on Third streets,
$400.
Fred Beyer et al to R. C. MeEtya,
130 acres in the county. $2,250.
Estella Alvey to B. B. Griffith.
property at 27th street ated Ken-
tucky avenue, $1,000.
W. D. Melton to G. I... Matlock,
property in thit county, $1,500
--
Marriage License.
John Will Albert. city. 24, to As-
rile Rosie Mclaughlin city,' 114.
E. K. Futrell, county, 34, to Walla
Futrell, county. 24.
Five Hundred Club. .
Mrs. Will Bradshaw, Jr., was the
hostess of the Five Hundred club
yesterday afternoon at her 'tome on
West Broadway. It was strictly a
club affair, with a few vtattors to
fill club vacancies. Mrs. Robert
Reeves, won the club prize and Mrs.
Lau a Fowler, the visitor's prize.
Wee Near Death.
Wires charged with eleven hundred
volts of eiertricity Imitating in the air
at Fourth street and Kentucky ave-
nue this morning placed a man on
a bicycle near death at 11 o'clock.
The trolley of an Inbound car from
the union passenger *tuition flew off
the wire, jerking some wires locere
from a pole They swished within a
foot of the rider's head and had they
touched him, would have electrocuted
him instantly.
Born to the wife of Mr. James
Hoflich, of 517 North Eighth street,
a boy.
litemaes4,141•1014141trelligamellelemillible•IFINIhisseti
"Let t's Make a Suggestion"
Neckwear for Your
Men Friends
50c to $3.50
No man has too many ties, neckties of worse,
arid they offer one of the most popular things to
give your men friends at Christmas.
The New Store's neckwear department all sea-
son has shown the most exclusive ties, but our
Christmas display even surpasses ourselves.
All ties for gifts are put up in fancy boxes,
and they come in all the popular silks and colors,
in the folded English squares, the Lion four-in-
and, puffs, ascots, batwings. The colors are-
grays, reds, browns, egg-plant purple, greens,
blues in Bengalines, Imported Fancy Weaves,
Baratheas Silks, Pean de Sole and Crepe Weaves.
Men's Reefers $1.00 to $4.50
All colors of Reefers in Bengalines, Peau de
Crepe and China Silks and the new Granitelaee
Weaves in beautiful shadings, a very appro-
priate gift at 11.00 to 14.50.
••
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Fancy Vests
$1.00 to $15.00
clIRISTMAS gift from Weille's always be-
speaks the thoughlful, refined care of the giver
and a handsome fancy vest from our exclusive line will
be most acceptable to the man who appreciates really
hoe things. We have a wonderfully complete show-
ing from such celebrated makers as Yeska, Parker &
Finn and Ileidelberg.Wolff, in all the late domestic
and imported weaves, all entirely correct in style and
tit. The single-breasted vest is Fashion's choice fog.
this season. An idea of the wide range of prices may
be gained from the descriptions below :
luiported iladi cloth in fancy plaids, with wide white
Broadcloth holder $1000 up
The Dunkirk, an imported cloth vest In solid orators and
plaids, richly trimmed. ..... $6.00 (A' 110 00
Tropical Worsteds, new shades and gray. fancy plaids and
white figures on dark background  PAO LO $600
White Marseilles, linen and piqué... ...... .....11 00 to 13.80
In Full Drool Vests, Parker & Finn's extreme novelties in
white pique PAW 1
 /et
'Hardly Out of Bed"
says Jim, and here, Katie calls to breakfast. Why
so fast, dear Katie ?"
"Because I am now using
Mrs. Austin's
Pancake Flour
of which you brought home a package last even-
ing." It takes but a moment to prepare a whole-
some meal. All grocers sell it.
SIMIelltelleassews. 
the LENOX HOTEL
BUFFALO
Modern Highest Grade
OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Every few minutes between Hotel, Depots,
Wharves and through Business District,
FIREPROOF THROUGHOUT
EUROPEAN PLAN
Item per day and up.
GEORGE DUCHISCHLRER
Proprietor
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
T--2' PEN, NYROYAL PILLSTheY,r;e7b2ishneas,*regnlarity and
of menstruatior." They are "LIFE: SAVI41114" !le pirla
womanhood, siding development of organs and body. Ncknown remedy for women serials them. Cannot 8o harna—lifebecomes a pleasure. $1.00"'PEH BOX BY MALL. *oldby druggist • DR MOTT'S CIIIISIIcA I. 00.. C4eve3ees4, °him
SOLD BY ALV1EY 411 LIST AND 13. C. (1. KOLB, PADUCAH. MIL
•
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e it S Suits
Rudy, Phillips Co.
Ready to Wear Gar-
ments.
Special showing of Fine Lace
Evening Waists.
Furs Skirts
I LOCIL LINES.
-For Dr. Pendiey ring 416,
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, tee 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Me. John Holmes has returned
from Brookport, Ill., where he bed
WWI* to confer with the soundl re-
garding the installation of a water
works.
-Dr. V. Voris, dentist, 200
Fraternity building.
Euglitsh, colored, arrested
yesterday morning by Patrolman
Aaron liurley, ou suspicion of being
%eaten! in Chleago for a felony, -was
today given hours to leeve the city.
and he made for the "tali and uncut."
-A single or two-letter mono-
gram and two quires of the best
c.e.de of linen paper for $1 is just
one of the many splendid offerinip
le this line at The Sun office.
-The ladles' Mite society, of the
First Baptist church, will meet Fri-
day afternoon with lers. Richard
Callissi. Tenth and Madison streets
-The most complete line of
fancy stationery for Christmas to
found in the city Is at no Sun office
at prices from 40c up.
--AIoexo Miller, 48, and Anna
Harris. 27 of the county, went to
Metropolis, this morning and
were tweed. Ttiey were accompa-
nied by Mew Kate Hardy and Mr.
Jesse Stewart. They returned Oft
affernooassajimeiliseistm46,46.yulis
-Larie line unredeelned pledges
-Diamonds, high-grade watches,
genuine Parker Bros. & Seetb abot-
guns, pistols, etc., at half price. Ike
Cohen, 106 S. Second street.
-Henry Buford, colored. 64 years
old, died af old age last night at
914 Tennessee street. He leaves live
children. The funeral will he held
tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock.
-If you have just a dollar to
vend for Christmas for a young
lady Wend, come see the two quires
monogram paper The Sun sells for
the price.
Holiday designs in Christmas pa-
per napkins for 10c a dozen at The
Sun office. Suitable to wrap your
Christmas gifts in.
-There will be no prayer meet-
ing at Tenth Street Christian church
tonight.
-When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable ....erks (not k
driver or hostler) wbo Writes, fees
and fills the order at appointed
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
-The Sun office is prepared to
furnish the very latest things in en-
graved or printed calling cards and
invitations of soy sort, and is mak-
ing special prices 'now.
-We have Slag Skot that will de-
stroy all insects on wants: and Plant
Food that will make plants grow.
Brunson, 529 Broadway.
LADIES
If you want a little Real Good
Sachet to put In that Christmas
present you are making come to
us. We have the best In the
world It Is made by Violet
(ye o-lay) and !smiled
BOUQUET FARNESE
It comes in bulk and is dainty,
delightful and lasting, and being
of such high quality renders the
gift more acceptable. A poor
sachet detracts from a gift In the
eyes of refined people.
R. W. WALKER CO.
opetnixteeted
DRUCI(318T8
f fil DI Inserts 1.1 Moses"
* Night Bell at Side Door.
-City suoscrIbers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of the!,
papers stopped must notify our col
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carrier4. Sun Pub. Co.
-Oraer visiting cards for your
friends for Christmas now, so as to
be sure you will get them. Over 50
style; prices from $1.50 up, at The
Sun office.
Holiday designs in Christine, pa-
per napkins for 10c a dozen at The
Sun office. Suitable to wrap your
Christmas gifts in.
$1.50 books for 50c, the most un-
equaled offer ever made, the Rose of
Old St. Louis, Darrell of the Blessed
Isle, The Man of the Hour, Dorothy
South Her Mountain Lover, Cape
Cod Folks, all go at this price, while
they last at R. D. Clements & Co.
Holiday designs in Christmas pa-
per napkins for 10e a dozen at The
Sun office. Suitable to wrap Your
Christmas gifts in,
-New shipment high-grade shoes,
Stacy-Adam' Stetson, Walkover and
Edwin Clapp at same prices. Ike Co--
hen's, 106 S. Second St.
-Score cards for the game Five
Hundred for sale at The Sun office
at 25c.
-Five hundred score cards for
sale at Tbe Sun office-twenty-five
cents each.
--See the Christmas boxes of
fancy stationery at The Sun office,
priced 40e up.
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Candidate of Summer Resident. for
Mary Wins on Iteform Ticket.
Newport, R. I., Dec. G.-William
P. Clark, the newsboy candidate for
mayor, was victorious at today's
election. Clark was nominated on a
reform ticket, by the summer colon-
Lets, who long have cherished a
grudge against the way in which
municipal affairs have been conduct-
ed here, and this year entered ac-
tively in politics. The newsboy is a
favorite of the rich colonists and
they decided to honor him. They
also have captured other offices. The
election was the first ender the new
charter, wnich bars partisanship
Clark nominally is a Democrat.
JUDGE IN NOTED CASE SUlCIDF:fi
  •
Mlad Deranged as R.-dile of Mrsterl-
ous Murder at New Ulm, Minn.
New Plm, Minn., Dec. 6.- Form-
er Judge r3 F. Webber, who presid-
ed at the noted trial of Dr. George
F Koch, a dentist of prominent fam-
ily here, charged with the murder of
Dr. L. A. Gebhart, a business and
social rival, and whose mina was af-
fected by worry over certain matters
connected with the mysterious case,
committed suicide today by hanging
himself In his barn. His mind had
become an deranged that he believed
he was going to the poor house, al-
though his wealth amounted to at
least $100.000.
Cotton Report Postponed.
Wasktaorton, Dec. 6.--1t Is an-
nounced at the department of agricul-
ture that the quantitative estimate of
this seasonal cotton crop will be is-
sued on Tuesday, Dec 11. at 2 o'clock
p m., instead of on Monday, an here-
tot oreannellneed.
The bureau of the census has de-
cided not to publish their report of
the amount of cotton ginned tip to
Dee. 1 until Monday. the 10th Instant,
at 2 p. m., ats the bureau of statistics
of the agricultural department de-
sires to eonsider the Information con-
tained in the census report in eoanec-
lion with information derived from
other sours-es.
Switchmen Are Ill.
Today the work In the Illinois
Central yatda was hampered by the
Illness of three head switchmen.
IWO Gebrge, Frank Mortiand and
Otto Vaughan. Night switchmen who
had worked from 6 O'clock last
night until 6 o'clock this morning
had to double in order not to relay
trains In their makfug up.
WILL PAY JUST DENIM.
Mme, Anna Gould Will Not lay Ac.
counts of Upearere
Paris, Dee. 6.-The relay of Maitre
Cruppi, counsel for Count Boni de
Castellane and the former countess 
o 
,
In the suit of their redoors, con-
sumed the entire session of the Wino
nal of first Instance of the Seine today.
M. Cruppi declared how the trades-
men and usurers' bills had been clev-
erly mined up, and reiterated tbe per-
fect willingness of Madame Anna
Gould to settle the legitimate debts.
although a delay was necessary, as
there was no funds from the trustee
of the estate at her disposal at pres-
ent.
INCREA ESE HER PNSION.
Widow of efitonewall" Jackson to
Get f$2.'i a Month.
aVashington, Dec. 6 - pension
of the widow of Gen. "Stonewall"
Jackson will probably be increased
from $8 to $23 a month. A bill to
this effect was introduced in the sen-
ate today by Senator Overman, of
North Carolina, and his Republican
colleagues assured him that they
would vote for the Increase. Mrs.
Jackson made affidavit that her in-
come was bees than el A.Stro a year.
She now draws $8 a month as the
widow of • soldier of the Mexican
war.
NIURDERED AND ROBBED.
Wm. .Ardleyet Death at 
NashvilleDue to Foul Play.
Nashville. Tenn., Dec. 6.- The
death of William Ardley, the Brook-
lyn, N. Y., man who on Thanksgiving
day was supposed to have met his
death by accidentally falling down a
stairway on Fourth avenue. now ap-
pears to have been the, result of foul
play. Tom White and Arthur Nfortos,
charged with robbing and murdering
Ardley, and Atkins Ilarmoti, Sam
Taylor and Grip Jones. accused -of
complicity, are in jail, having been
arrested at an early boutr this morn-
ing. _ _
Police Court.
To pay a fine of $160 and coats
for being drunk and disorderly. be-
sides betraying the trust of City Jail-
er Tom EvItts or leave the city with -
In 24 hours, was the propoeitiou made
to Ernest Dement this morning by Po-
lice Jude. Cross. Dement accepted
the letter, ad his every action Is be-
!We 'Closeiy watched to the police,
Dement has been troubling the Po-
lice for yeare, He was fined $25 and
costs, placed in the city Jail and made
a trusty. He got drunk yeeterday
and wben his mother paid $1". the re-
mainder of his fine, and started home
with him, Osment abused Petro/meal
Aaron Hurley inside she station
house. He was arrested. his mother
refunded her $10, and Clement given
his desert* tills morning.
Henry Reynokb, colored, who
struck Ed Sittly, colored, in the
head with a pick several weeks ago,
was famed $5.0 and coat*.
The case against B. Carrel) and
Grace Baty for immorality, was dis-
missed on motion of the proeeentlnie
at toy ney .
Harahan's Appointments.
New Orleans. La., Dec. 6--- Free!-
dent J. T. Harahan, of the Illinois
Central, who left tonight for his
headquarters in Chicago, announced
the appointment of G. H. Groce to
the office of assistant to the general
manager and E Parsons will succeed
Mr. Groce. Mr. Groce has been super-
intendent of telegraph and is well-
known he New Orleans, where he
comes periodically. Mr. Parsons'
work has been more in connection
with the western lines of the com-
pany.
Human Fiend a Suicide.
South Bend, hid., Dec. 6 - - Wil-
liam Eugene Cook, who confessed to
crimes committed in almost every
state of the union, drove a knife In-
to his body above the heart today.
Physicians say he will die. Cook was
on trial for the alleged murder of
John Perkins, a hermit. aVhen dis-
covered dying in his cell, Cook at-
tempted to force the blade defter in-
to the wound.
Eighteen Hart in Wreck.
Chicago, Dec. 6.- Train No. 36
on the Motion road, which Is the fast
limited of that line between Cincin-
nati slid Chicago, was derailed early
today two miles north of Frankfort.
Ind., by a broken rail. tighten Pas-
sengers out of a ;total of 175 on the'
train were Injured, but nobody air
killed, and it is not believed that aile
of the injured will ale.
Coal Man on Trial.
Omaha, Dec. 6.- The fury was se-
cured today for the trial of S. H.
preeldtmt of the Otnaha Coal
Exchange, charged with maintaining
an tlibgal combine in restraint of
trade. There are 80 members of the
coal 'exchange, all of whom are un-
der iagletment,.
People and
PiosadoWilr•Illk
Evening Card Party.
Miss Rosa Carter, of 316 Tennes-
see street entertained a number of
her friends most pleasantly at cards
on Wednesday evening. Delightful
refreshments were served after the
game.
Crescendo Club,
The Crescendo club will meet this
afternoon at 4:15 o'clock with Miss
Virginia Newell in her studio at
"The Inn" on North Seventh street.
Carpe Diem flub.
Miss ,Kate Grogan of 922 Trimble
erect, is entertaining the Carpe
Diem club this afternoon at her
Ii ome.
Woman's (7Iuh.
The Woman's club is meeting this
afternoon at the Palmer house, with
a great amount of organization busi-
nee.' on band.
Mrs. George Flournoy has closed
her country place "Lolornal Lodge"
on Boswell Lane, and Is at The Pal-
mer House.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Becker Phil-
lips have closed their country home,
"Woodlawn." and this week moved
into town for the winter at 519 Jef-
ferean street.
Dr. H. P. Sights and family have
moved from their apartments in the
Scott Flats at Broadway and eev-
enth streets, into their new home on
Jefferson street.
Messrs. H. H. Loving and William
Eades went to Greenville, Ky.. this
morning on business.
Mrs. Letitio Houle and Miss Selma
Hainnesfaler, of Chicago, arrivedin
the city yesterday to take eharge of
the manicuring parlorsat the Palmer
House.
Dr. B. E. Keys, wife and eon, are
visiting Colonel end Mrs. B. B. Linn,
Mrs. Keys' parents, at Fifth and Mad-
ison streets.
Capt. le. W. Crumbaugh is Ill from
chills and fever.
Engineers John Cassell, William
Ralph and Len Gilbert. and Firemen
Howard Pleasant, of the I, C., are Ili
and off duty.
Mies Matta. Brown, the stenograph-
er, went to leddreille Ma morning to
take evidence in proceeding,. in the
Lyon circuit court.
Patrolman John McCune, the last
Policeman to take a vacation. Is off
duty, enjoying his annual rest this
week.
Mr. E. C. Wolff. of the Fowler-
Wolff meta) works, went to Marion,
Ky., this morning on blueness.
Mrs. Sallie 'McCune. mother of Pa-
trolman John McCune. went to Louis-
ville this morning to visit.
ty. Engineer R. Bean, of the Illinois
C beentral, is ill and unable to on
du
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Scott bate
a daughter, born sesterday at Mont-
gomery, Ala., where Mrs. Scott Is
visiting her father, Mr. Opp, end
family.
John R. Rison, owner of the Paris
(Tenn.) Post-lettlilgencer, end may-
or of that city, is in Paducah.
SIXTY DICATILS REPORTED.
In Private Advicee From 1k-ens of
Arisoua Flood.
Phoenix., Ariz.. Dec. 6.- Private
railroad dispatches received ihere say
that 60 lives were lost at Clifton
yesterday In the great flood that
swept through the camp, destroying
many business buildings, wrecking
the smelting plant of the Arizona
Copper comeidny and leafing out
meter Of track of the Arizona and
Mexico railroad.
Clifton,which has about 3.500 peo-
ple, lies in a narrow valley near the
eastern line of Arizona
Received by Dias.
Mexico City. Dec. 6..--Today the
party of capitalists led by A. E. Still-
well, president of the Kansas City,
Mexico and Orient ratiroad. called
on Vice-President Corral and Gover-
nor Landa y Eticandon. They were
received by those gentlemen and had
a most pleasant interview. hater
they were received by President Diaz
in the National Pa'ace.
ANTED
A reliable colored
man as porter. Must
-be able to read and
write; one who can
furnish good recom-
mendations. Steady
job for right man.
Wallerstein Bross
(IN
Texas Cowboys Try to Lynch Negro
tin Train in Kamer.
Topeka, Kau., Dec. C.-Two Tease
cowboys !Had to bast John E. Lewis,
a negro of Wichita, on the west bound
Santa Fe passenger train between
Lawrence and Topeka. early today.
T mhree ties: they placed a repe around
Lewis lock, but each time he got
loo ee and after the third attempt be
jumped from the train and escaped.
The Texans prevented the other
passengers from interfering by nour-
ishing revolvers. Lewis • wore a
Knights of Pythias pin, and the cow-
boys said they did not like to see a
neves "putting on airs." There were
no arrests.
MINISTER EXPELLED.
Res. C. tveighton, of seuth Caro-
DIM, Gets ssaDismil.
Columbia, S. C, Dec. 6 --Rev. C.
W. Creighton has been diseniseed from
the South Carolina conference and ex-
pelled from the Methodist ministry.
The trial lasted 63 hours. He has all-
pealed to the formal conferenlia lit
is editor of the Christian Appeal at
Greenwood, and hue made repeated
charges of poloice and ring rule in
the conference, alio° alleging that the
tiewiding elders were self-asking.
The charge ag.airest him was falsehood
And slander.
Mine Is Total e'reek.
Houghton, Micb., Dec G.-One
4iettal and two fatally and several less
seriously Injured, as far as known, is
the result of a dynamite explosion in
the Quincy mine aVedneeday, while
40 miners were being lowered into
the shaft. It ass at first feared the
entire forty were blown to bits The
mine is a total wreck.
Oppose Jap Citizens.",
Seattle, Dec. G.-- Governor Mead
le opposed to the president's recom-
mendetIon that an act be passed
epecIficaily providing for the natural-
isation of Japanese. "Neturalization
of Japanese would tend to degrade
AMPriCall workmen," said the gover-
nor.
Found Children Burned.
Norfok, Det 6.-- John itwin,col-
ored, a farmer, and his wife went to
church and returned to find their
four children burned to death The
children were put to bed and locked
up in the house.
Mrs. Biedsionsea Defence..
Hazelhurst, Miss., I)es- 6 - Mee
Annie Birdesong ewe placed on trial
today for the murder of Dr. Butler,
shwho e claims sl ed ander her The
unwritten law all: be her defense.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Wbeat.-- Opp. Close
May  75% 79 14
July . 77% 78%
Oate--
May  43% 43%
July  44Y. 444
May  33% 354
•
Pork-
May .15.33 15.75
Cotton-
Jan. .10.13 10.11
Mar.  10.30 10.31
May .10.44 10.42
Stocks-
I. C.  1.75 1.7e
L. & N.  1.461/4 1.451
C. P.  1.87 14 1.847%
Rig.  1.48 1.47
St. P.  1 . 81% 1.81t
Mo. P.  -44% • 114
Penn.  • 1.39% 1.37%
('op.  1.13% 1.13
Smel.  • 1.5314' 1.52
Lead ..  . 76 75%
C F. I  56% 56 14
I'. S. P.  1.05 1.04%
I', S.  48% sea
-- -
Local Markets.
Dressed Chickens-24)c to 50e.
Eggs-30c doz.
Butter-25c M.
Sweet Potatoes-Per h. taie.
Country Hams-17c
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60c.
Green Sausage-10e lb
Sausage---10c lb.
Cetintry hard-12c lb.
Celery-75c bunch.
Turnips--frae be
Parsnips-$1.00 
bum.Green Tomatoes-50e basket
Turnips-Three for 10c.
Lettuce-10e.
Spinach-50c bu.
Peas-10c qt.
Rabbits-10e each.
Honey-1'7c !b.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Wihee t -7 Re bit.
Corc-60c be.
Corn-5,0c be In *rim
Hay-From jobbers to reall deal
era-Strict grades. Choice Tim ,
VA: No. 1 Tim., $19. No. 2 Tint;
$15. Pancy northern clover $10,
From reentry vegan at public Qual-
ity medium to very poor, $8 to $17
per too for valour mixtures.
11111Pir Ile PAGE PIM
oot Cabinets
We have a few KUM 1111111R Tool Cabinet, W h MI contain
a practical selection of tools-all of KIM OMR Quality.
When you have a Rum laMIR Tool Cabinet there is a
place for everything and you will not only have a complete
set of the best tools on earth, but they will be so conveni-
ently arranged that it will be easy to keep them clean and
in first class condition.
A very nice Christrn,as„,
present.
KEEN KUTTER GOODS
Are always acceptable Xmas presents. Hart is the exclusive
sales agent for them. hart opens this week a tine line of good,
useful, desirable gifts at small prices.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
TIPS.
- -
WANTED-Good boy to do house
work. Apply at The Sun office.
-CLEANING and pressing mostly
done. Jas. Duffle. Old phone 956.
-FOR RENT-Elegant flats, Seventh
and Broadeay. Apply to B. H. Scott.
WANTED--An experienced cook
Wolff's. 327 Broadway.
-FOR SALE-40-inch roll top desk
and chair, Apply 614 South Fifth.
LOST-Black prayer book with
owner* name inside. Finder return
to Ibis unite and revive reward.
ONE nicely furnished room tor
rent. Bath and all modern conven-
Stoles, in S Broadway.
FOR RENT-Eive room cottage,
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
-HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
E. E. Bell & Sons.
FOR RENT -Three room cottage
on North Twelfth street. Apply F
M. Fisher.
- WA NT ED -Pea tion by experieneed
bookkeeper. Eight years' experience
References. A ddeene B. ear, Ben
WANTED-Girl or woman to work
in bindery. Steady position for right
party. Apply 127 Broadway.
FOR RENT-Modern furnished
room, all convenience, 837 Jotter-
eon.
FOR RENf Jan. 1.-Third floor
over R. W Walker & Co. drug store.
Fifth and Broadway, 21x114 feet. D.
A. Yeiser.
FOR RENT-leoom with bath at
609 1-2 Iroadway. Suitable for one
or two gentlemen. Apply Walker's
drug store. Fifth and Broadway.
WANTED-A bright yontig man
with experience to do Mlles work.
Must be a good mathematician. Ad-
drone F., care Sun.
WANTED-Position by young man
etenographer, experienced In several
lines of busitees. Beet references.
W. L., rare Sus.
SEND yourclothes to the Fault-
less Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both
phones 1507.
J. E. MORGAN, blacksmith. 401
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for fibre stone side wire tires, the
best ribber tires made.
WANTED - First-chess solicitor or
orgaoieer, one well acquainted, end
a Fraternalist. Good pay. P at 11 J.
G. High, 713 Kentucky are. Old
phone 1631.
- - -
0•14 11 t,. ti,, Ii•At and co:.1 water and
bath. Apply to T. J. Moore Gu7
North Sixth street.
FOR SALE OR TRADEFor
town property. Sul-acre farm near
Haenlettsburg. III. For farther in-
formation address C. M. Cagle.
Brookport, Ill.
STRAYED OR STOLEN - One
small black sow, for spotted pigs, 2
black gelds. No marks. Reward for
any information as to whereabouts.
.1hing 299 old phone.
IF YOU WANT a-bertatn. wee-Iltsie
& Potter. 119 South Fourth. They
bare good farms from l'.1 to 200
ameba. Alsosplendid list of city
property for **lie at a bergain.
early.
WANTED. rm. U. S. ARMY
Able-bodled unmarried men betweea
ages of 21 and 35: citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For Information
apply to Recruiting Office, New Rich-
mond House. Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE- Po:1r room frame
cottage on Broad street, 40 ft. lot
running hack to alley, reception hal!,
front and hack porches, water In
kitchen. Easy monthly payments.
McCracken Real Estate and Mr- t
gage Co. See L. D. Sanders, Pt.
765, office 3I5 S. Sixth.
Commute Boy's Sentence.
Atlanta, Dec. G.--The governor to-
day commuted to life titlie the pet
t. 
,
ten, of Milton and Jesse Reeling's.
to be hanged Friday at Valdosta, for
the murder of the Carter children.
The father of the boys and Alf Moors,
a negro, were hanged last Tuesday
for the cr.me.
Pistol Duel in a Saloon.
Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 6.- - In a
pistol duel in a saloon today 1s-
tween Alfred Parker. and J. P. Eil
wards, a barkeeper. Parker was shot
t.
twice, and instantly killed Edwards
has two wounds and will die.
L(Mit-On Broadway , Saturday
night, a ainall purse containing two
eilver ldoNars and some smell (limner.
Finder will confer favor by leaving
Frame al this ranee. R. U. J.
FOR RENT--tetrii furnished and
two unfurnished rooms with hoard.
hot end cold water baths, it first-class
place. No. 219 North teeth street.
Teltrpthone 2527c W. P. Gardner.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL---Masos
ry and concrete work a specialty
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at
Motion to all estimate*.
- FOR-11EN T -Aggression t -Floor*
Yeats, 612 Clef , 1.11414111
Candidate.. Spent $23,3(11.
Harrisburg. Pa., Dec. 6.-Lew ,
Emery, Jr. the nnsuccessf u 1 Dent -
era t iceisimeoln candidate for goveraor
at the recent election, spent $2•5,5G1
In his campaign, according to a state-
ment flied today with the state.
Neel] More authority.
Chairman Knapp. of the civil ser-
vice commission. In a letter to Sena-
tor Hansbrough deplores the lack of
authority of the commission to'reme-
dy the present car shorter..
ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R. EXCITE
U 
"
SION BLLETIN.
Chicago Ill. -International Live
Stock Exposition. Dates of sale Nov.
29, 30, Dec. I. 2, 3 and 4, 1906. Re-
turib limit Dee. 10, 1906. Round trip
rs!;, $12.95.
Mexico City, Mex.- American
Public Health Association: Dates of
sale Nov. 22 to 28, 1906, inclusive
Return limit 60 days from date of
sale. Stop-ovens going and return-
ing at points as ere authorized on
winter tourist tickets. Round trip
rate $52.
For further particulars apply t•
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent. Paducah,
Ky. •
R. K. PRATHER, T. A., Union De.
PS'
POR Sla.;K OR INJURED
Opon Day and Night.
No ye Phone .3.34. Old Phones 699
213 SOUTH THIRa STPEET
P %GIS MT. rate'. THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
Eating, versus Feeding, itt-.4 ise4 Apt foot 4 tAtiged theAiody.t ,
gut taut* d4ay ieoliked almost wholly be itileiso the
alate--nourishinirffie body is scarcely given a thought. As a
. salt the system is overloaded with lyric acid, causing Dyspepsia,
digettiorr and a long list of Womach Troubles and other diseases.
The OW is COrilmon &air.
HOW URIC ACID CAUSES I
DYSPEPSIA
1 in pr,.1,er Mod causes A uto Tosapigia
o,11 oat. miott by arta lent.
, to overload the blood
7 1,4,1.4,11011h matter -- uric add.
1.4 N hat happens.
Ihe blood deposits little sand-like
,Ins of uric acid in the walls of the
mach, (-Nen in the delicate lining
t die ...tool:Atli itself.
Thetf comes irritation and COGICes-
.11 that interferes with the flow of
..zesti%cluices 1.7attsi!Ig sour stomach,
.1Vspcpsia, ulcer of the
-mach and other diseases.
Plain coalition sense in eating with
, ii satiitia rid of the uric
•
LIFE PLANT
DISSOLVES URIC ACID
If you swallow a deadly poison the
physicians first act 1* 19 gise you an
einetic---oadsse you to vomit out the
put*II.
If you have a poison—uric acid—
lodged iii the walls of your stomach,
you cannot ‘1,111it It out, but you call
and gyt of the poison. Isn't
that common sense?
LIFE PLANT is the preparation that
gets rid 01 the poition--dissolyes it
out of the stomach and by proper eat
ling you will be perfectly and certainly
cured.
LIFE PLANT is not a patent mesh,
citic It contains no narcotics, no
.sYmproms OF E.Stcvss OF URIC ACID
• titl: -, aft,: It. stomach, coated tongue,
It 441,e. 1,, , --,,, I i ,,iiess, il)spepsia, indigestion
. -1.111.11 tiaii,1,1 I i,titnt,-I rr‘e i.,is,,ii hy uric acid.
If rota have arty of the above symptoms or already
13., •uffer from stomach trouble, why not use your owngood judgment. Take LIFE PLANT a common senseremedy. Cure yourself by drivirid out the cause ofdi s 
BOOKLET AND MEDICAL ADVICE FREE
Write today tor 5 411t1:11/1c tree lastkict silo, lug the common sense way to
"Good lic.dth.- \11 111.15 lia‘e tree personal meili,a1 advice b) writing
to i ts to I. I. Mi/ei, M I i . President, Lite Plant Cunipany. But get a bottle
ot Lin Pt.ANT I:rill 5 It 4!711,',. ',I
LIFE PLAW:, COMPANY, Canton, Ohio
.1•111..
IC
Save One-Half Your Wood
If you ha% t a
WILSON WOOD HEATER
your wood pile need be only half the sire of your
neighbor's who uses the "other kind.' The patent
I lot Blast Down-Draft found only in the Wilson makes
it possible to get l00 per cent of heat from your fuel,
the gases"Whiebordinatily arise from 02 fuel and es-
cape unburned up the chimney in other heaters, are all
c,insumed in the Wilson. These gases constitute one-
half the burnable part of the fuel. The Wilson burns
anything—corn cobs, sha . -ings, chips, bark, roots and
covd wood.
The Wilson is air-tight, in
re.tdily responds to its dampers
t :in even temperature can be
T1 .1 tamed throughout all the
tcs of our varied climate.
tr. nileir, every day that
y it a ie the Wilson you are
a. rig one-hulf pour fuel silL
HANK BROS.
Sole Agent,
2 1 8 Broadway
FOR INSURANCE
That Itilz.urem eti
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
rire, cyclone, life, bmids, accident, liability.
health, marine, boiler, plate glass.
Camplhwil IBuildlnig.
Both Phones: Office 369. Residence 726
ClIOULD you hive the misfortune to have to buy
" anything in this line, we are closing out the en-
tire line of the Paducah Undertaking Company at
cost. This means your bill cut half in two. Em-
balming and regular service rendered day or night.
S. P. POOL
20IS South Third Fit roc.A. Hoth Phorietes 110
IGUY NANCE etc SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
EQUAL RIGHTS TO
IMP IMMIGRANTS
Guaranteed by Treaty in Most
Favored Nation Clause
I t Attorney and President tot Ike
selsbuil linen! Cusalter %bout.
time IAN.
WILL INNTITI'Tel A TEST !WIT.
San Francisco, Dor. 5.--- Anording
to Inatructions from Attorney Gener-
a: Moody. United Statee Diet riot At-
torney Devlin th,s afternoon held a
conference with Preaident Aaron Alt-
man, of the board of education, and
city attorney* to devils. the Prelusion
of the Japeneee from achoola attend-
ed hr whites and to test the state stat-
ute watch requires the se-gregatton of
children of ,Mongolian parents in sep-
arate erhools.
The proceeding's will be brouget
either In the supreme court of Carat--
fora:a or In the federal court.
Devlin aidF the whole issue resolves
itself into a whether the
'tat astute in in violation of the
treaty with Japan.
lie is of the opinion that the Iw
disorinvinates against the Japaneee,
inasmuch es other ceildren of foreign
a rents ge and descent are not 
segregated !n separate nehmen) where s the
treaty with Japan guarantees Japan-
eie of tepid rigtii and privtleees with
aliens from other lands. It is on this.
bassi that the Dotted Plates deerict
attorney is proceeding.
.‘nother Sensation.
Pittsburg, Pa., DSC. the
arrest of J. H. Milholland. a civil en-
gineer, on g Ohara* of coaspirdes to
defraud. the IP/Mani* of warrants for
the arrest of Joseph Flaherty and M.
T. Bostaph on the tame charge, the
rrand jury indictment agelna Presi-
dent C. le Cameron. cbarging hint
with contempt and obstruction of Ple-
tiee, and the postponement until De-
eemtwr 17 of the conspiracy bearing
of Common CounctImen W A Mar-
tin, the developments tottey in tile al-
leged $7•1.nsrsa bribery *Andel be-
t wean tee officiate of the Pettburg
and Tube City railroad and the mem-
bers of the Pittsburg select and com-
mon council* were 'emotional
Liquor Questine Is l'p.
Guthrie, Okla Dec. G President
Murray, of the cionatituttonal commit-
tee. today appointed two Important
commissions, namely, those on the
regulation of liquor traffic lad on
county bounda-ies. That oa liquor
regulation is headed by Luke Roberts.
of Gluon ree, as chairmen The geftera I
belief is that 'wo-thirds of the mean-
bers of dhe latter commission, wkiet
win pass on the prohibition provision
of the new constitution, favor state-
wide prohibition.
TERRIBLE RESULTS
OF BRIGHT'S DISEASE
Lame Back And Urinary Tro-
ubles Are Danger Signals
Simple Pretscript hut of ii'egetable In-
gredients Which Presents Seri.
htilney
TAMIE CARE OF BACKACHE
More people succumb each year to
some form of kidney trouble than
any other cause. The slightest form
of kidney derangement often devel-
ops into Bright's kidney disease, di-
abetes* or dropsy. When either of
these_ diseases are suspected the duf-
ferer should at once seek the best
medical attention possible. Consult
only a good, tIrst-clasa physician,
leave patent medicines alone.
There are many of the lessar
symptoms of kidney trouble which
can be treated at home is stated by
a well known authority. For some
of these, such as backache, pain in
the region of the kidneys, weak
bladder, frequency, (especially at
night) painful scalding and othet
urinary troubles, try the following
simp:e home reined): Fluid Extract
Dandeilon one-half ounce. Compound
Kargon one ounce, Compound Syrup
Saraaparilia, three ounces. These veg
etable ingedients are harmless and
can be obtained at any good prescrip-
tion pharmacy and anyone can mix
them by shaking well in • bottle.
The dose for adults Is a teaspoonful
after each meal and again at bed-
time
There Is no better general remedy
known to relieve all forms of rheu-
matism either, beraii.e It acts di-
rectly upon the kidneys and blood.
It cleans the clogged up pores in the
kidneys so they can filter and strain
from the blood the poisonous uric
acid and waste matter which if not
stalminated remain In the blood, de-
compose and mettle abont the joints
and muscular tisanes causing the un-
told suffering and deformity of rheu-
matism.
Backache Is nature's signal noti-
fying tile 'offerer that the kidneys
are not acting properly. "Take ears
of your kidneys," Is now the physi-
cian** advice to his patients.
$3,tioe,000 for Canal.
Washington, Dec. 6.--A starter of
about Ill ,(WW) is probably all that
will be slaked of congress at this ses-
sion for the liskes to the gulf deep
waterway. This Is the estimite wade
by Repreeeoteilee Lorimer, of Chica-
go. Mr. Lorimer said today that he
fully expected to are 'nom@ aetien Oil
the deep waterway project Sets-rots
Chicago and St hoots this winter.
Hyker I wonder why Columbus
Imagined the world was ro-und?
Pyker- - Because It didn't give
him a square deal. t suppose.— Chi-
cago News.
Good for everything a salve Is used
for. DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
Get DeWitt's. Sold by Lang Bros
Football players ought to he able
to travel on their cheek in after
years.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers. About
the most reliable pill on the market
Sold by Lang Bros.
Cupid shun/ova with 'Olken halos
Shoffisal owes yearn' over 2,0(W) -
Ott ring-bones for knife handle*.
He who is not to havito; risth.na
p't be rich hinna a:l.
People who sow no in:; e'fi fir0 to
complain when "1 !V reap
 41.1111M1Pc.taar
The Prices Below Will Be
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
lIold Shell Crown, 22k.. $3.50
Gold Fillings  I 00
Silver Fillings.  .50
l'iate Fillings  .75
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work guaranteed. Painless
extraction of teeth.
OR. KING BROOKS
DENTIST
Sixth and Broesclway
Notice to Costae-tors.
The board of public works will re-
ceive bids on Wednesday, December
If, at 3 o'clock for tile Improvement
of Nineteenth street, and Guthrie
*Terme, from Broadway to the May-
field road, 'and Boyd street from
Slithato Seventh, by grading and
graveling, as per plans and specifica-
tions on file In the city engineer's
office, under ordinances governing
same.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
By 1;M. .1 Q. TaYfatift, Secretary.
L. A. WASHINGTON, City Engineer.
November 29, 1906.
The best treatment for indlgesti
and troubles of the stomach is to
rest the stomach. It can be rested
by a good digestant. Kodol puts the
stomach in shape to satisfactorily
perform its functions. Good for la-
digestion, sour stomach, flatulence
palpitation of the heart and dyspep-
sia. Kodol is Made in strict C(1.1-
formIty with the Nattonal Pare Food
and Drug Law. Sold by Lang Bros.
The Texas Wender
Cures all kidney, bladder and rben
matte troubles; sold by_J. H. Oehi
schlaeger, 601 isroadway, Dr. E. W
Hall. office 2926 Olive street, St
Levis. Mo
Kennedy's Laxative (containing)
Honey and Tar -novas the bowels.
Contains no °elates. Confortns to
Pure Food and Drug law. Sold by
Lang Bros.
"No man named Flew shall mar-
ry the daughter of Patrick Malmo-
ney " "Well, father, what did you
want?" "Let him change his name
to O'Belip an' talk wad hlm."--
Loniaville Courier-Journal.
DeW:tt's Kidney and Bladder P:'
act on both kidneys and liver, at.
as a result afford the quickest relief
from excess of uric acid. Sold by
Labg Bros.
"How do you get those clinging
ways?" asked the country cousin.
"Hanging from street car straps,"
answered the city girl.— Washing-
ton Herald,
Caacasweet is a narintess compound
of vegetable extracts that Is wonder-
ful in Its beneficial effects on the atom
acts of babies and children. Recom-
mended and sold by Lang Bros.
Marry a soubrette It you are par-
tial to good kicking and poor rook-
114.
FRISCO MATTER
COMES UP EARLY
Resolution To Keep Hands Ott
Introduced
Surplus in Treasury Increasing met
Rate That Beeomeli Eminirrav.-
ing to Government.
lAtilSIATION is Sl
Washington, Dec. 6,---A resolution
on ttse Japanese altuatton was offered
by Senator Rayner, of Maryland.
Senator Hayner's resolution was as
"Resolved 'Phut in the opinion of
the senate this government has no
'right to enter into any controversy
I th any foreign government' relatin
to the public school system of any
the states in the union.
"Resolved further, That it Is ti,
opinion of the senate that there Is is
provision in the treaty between a,
United States and the government
Japan that relatea in any IMAM
this subject or In any way int,
with the right of the state of
nia to conduct amid administer its no-,
tern of public achoula in accordance
with Its own legislation, and
"Resolved further, That it is the
duty of the president of the United
States to uglify the government of
Japan and to notify any foreign s7 ,
eminent with which the question
*Mae that 'the inablic eslucationai 1,
stitutions of the state are not will
the jurisdiction of the United -
and that the United States bas lie
power to regulate or supervise their
administration,"
•
Tobacco Tax Fight.
Washington, Dec. C. - -The filen f,
a lass removing the internal revenn
tax foot leaf-tobacco is about to op
again. This is distinctively a 'Com
lucky measure, and was pushed It
the Kentucky delegation in congress
at the lait session. It was got
through the house, but was Mopped
in the senate committee on finance.
May Loan on lira! Estate.
Washington, Dec. 6.—The bill per-
mitting national banking associations
to make loans on real estate aa secur-
ity and limiting the amount of such
loans, passed the house today by a
vote of III to SI.
As Schurz Felt Wagner.
The musical language of Wagnei
has always impressed me as some-
thing like the original language of
the eternal elements- -something
awe-Inspiringly eloquent, speaking
In tones rising from mysterious
depths of understanding and pas-
sion It .s diMcult to ifinstrate by
example, tint I will try. Among the
funeral marches in musical litera-
ture, Beethoven's and Chop!n's had
always most sympathetically appeal-
ed to my feelings— Beethoven's
with the stately solemnity of its
mourning accents, and Chopin's with
Its cathedral bells interwoven with
melotions plaints. But when I hear
the Siegfried dead march in the Got-
terdammerung. my heart beat seer
to stop at the tremendous sigh 0: ,
woe, never heard before, rushing
through the air—McClure',.
Kills Spills CorPaat
Motile. Ala., Dec -At !Airedale,
Masa yesterday evening the homes
attached to the hearse bearing the re-
mains of the father of Dr. W. P
Brewton became frightened as the
funeral procescrion started for the
cemetery- and ran away. The driver,
Oscar Grimes. aged twenty-two yea7,
was killed and the casket was thrown
to the ground and the corpse let out
and exposed to view, The runaway
caused considerable excitement.
Mayor Is Again Candidate. •
Chicago, Ill., Dee. G.- -John P.
Tansey, chairman of the Democratic
county committee, today announced
that Mayor Donne hi a candidate for
the Democratic nomination for mayor,
and that ex-Mayor Carter H. Harrison
will accept the nomination if It Is of-
fered to him in April
A PIPE FREE
With Every Pound
FOR ONE WEEK
To Introduce a new brand of
smoking tobacco we will make a
special price of firsc per pound
and give you choice of any our
25c Pipes Free
THE SMOKE ROUSE
2 Broadway
OM. 
TWRADAT, 141 N.
PUBLIC
DANCE
AT
Wallace
Park
Thursday
Night
December 6
Tnder direction of
F. Augustus
Good Car Service.
Everybody Invited
"Seeing the Southwest"
EXCURSIONS
Doubt' - : of the lipmper Crops which have
been rnirel L.-tr in Arkansas. Louisiana, Oklahoma, Indian
Territory, Texas and New Mexico. Have you compared them
With results obtained In your section? Is your work where you
are, bringing you adequate returns for the capital inviisted and the
labor expanded? If not, a change would be beneficial perhaps. A
visit to the Southwest will open yoar eyes. Out in Oklahoma the
last big land opening is soon to take place: farms are stilt very
cheep !Ft Western Arkansas. Northern Louisiana and the Guilt
Coast of Texas. Let us giVe you full information about these
sections. You will want to see them after you have examined out;
Illustrated literature.
VERY LOW RATES, ONE WAY AND RETURN TR1P
to eoutliweatern points first and third Tuesdays each month.
Ise N. Las, Oa. Pea, isiet lila Mut I. I farsaftsr. lad Ia. Pus. Wet, Ms..
UM bock krt. uesseis.Tise
IPOlui M. SN'uover, 'Tray. Pass. Aset.
ROCK ISLAND -- FRISCO LINES
:V it ra hvill 41, Tenn.
W. F. PAZTOP,
Prest 'ant.
R. Rona,
Cs her
P. PrIllniAlt,
Assistant Cashier
Citizen's Savings Bank
ncorp
Capital  $100000
Surplus...  50.000
Stock holders liability  100,000
Total security to depositors ..... $250,000
Accounts of incliveiduals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'c!ock
Third and Broadway
TO LET
Several superior offices", on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements. -
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-6erman National Bank
227 Broadway
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 0.
TUE PAPITAII EVENING SUN- PAGE SEVEN.
1 IREFIGEES
Bu A. CONAN D()YLE,
T HE
Author of -The Reuse of SbetioCk Holmes"a I
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Ile dragged at the dragoon's leg,
while the other gripped his way up the
balustrade until amid a buzz of eou-
gratulation from the crowd he tumbled
all in a heap over the rail on to the
balcony, where he lay for a few mo-
ments as be had fallen. Then, stag-
gering to his feet. without a glance at
his opponent. he rushed with a bellow -
of rage through the opeu window.
While this little drama had been en-
need overhead the young guardenan
had shaken off his first stupor of
amazement and had wished his way
through the crowd with such vigor
that he end his companion had nearly
reached the bottom of the steps. The
uniform of the king's guard was In it-
self a passport anywhere and the face
Of old Csitinat was so well kuown in
the district that every one drive back
se clear a path for him toward his
lisfilge. The door was Ming open for
them, and an old servant stood wring-
ing hie hands in the dark passage.
"Oh. master! Oh, master!" he cried.
"Back deluge! Such in
As he VORIS a clatter and stioutitag
wbich had burst out again upstairs
ended suddenly in a tremendous emelt,
with volleys of oaths and a prolonged
bumping and smashing, which shook
the old house to its foundations. The
soldier and the Huguenot ruebed swift-
ly up the Arst eight of stairs and were
shout to ascend the second one, from
the head of which the uproar seemed
to proceed. vrben four men. so locked
together that they formed but one roll-
ing bundle, came thudding down amid
a debris of splintered stair rails and
writhed and struggled upon the land-
ing. staggering up, failing down, and
all breathing together like the wind in
a chimney. So twisted and twined
were they that It was hard to pita one
from the other save that the innermost
was clad In black Flemish cloth, while
the three who clung to him were sol-
diery; of the king. Yet so strong and
vigorous wee tbe man whom they tried
to hold that AN often am he could find
his feet he dragged Mem after him
teen end to end of the passage. as a
boar might pull the curs which had
fastened on to 111.1 haunches. An offi-
cer, who had rushed down at the beets
Pt the brawient, thrust his hands in to
catch the civillau Ley the throat, but
he whipped them hack again with an
oath as tbe men's strong white teeth
met in his left thumb. Clapping the
wound to his mouth, he dashed otst his
sword and Was 0)0W to MVO It
through the body Of his unarmed op-
ponent when De Catlnat sprang for-
ward-and caught him by the wrist.
"You villain, Delbert!" he eried.
The sudden appearance of one of the
king's own bodyguard had a magic
effect upon the brawler. Delbert
sprang bark, with his thumb still in his
mouth and his sword drooping, scowl-
ing darkly at the newcomer. His
troopers had released their victim and
stood panting in a Mae, while the young
man leaned against the wall, brushing
the dust from his black coat
"I had a little account to settle with
you before. Delbert," said De Cattnat,
unsheathing his rapier. Your sword.
•
"I have no quarrel with you."
"No'?" De Catinat stepped forward
and struck him across the fare with
his open hand. "It seems to me that
you have one now." maid he.
"Hell and furies!" ecreamed the cap-
tain. "To your arms. men! Hole there,
from above! Cut down this fellow and
seise your prisoner! !Iola! In the
king's mutter.
At his call a dozen 'more troopers
came hurrying down the staire, while
the three upon the landing advanced
upon their former antagonist, lie slip-
ped by them, however, and caught out
of the old merchant's band the thick
oak stick,
"I am with you, sir," said he taking
his place beside the guardsman.
_ "Call off your canaille mei fight me
like a gentleman," cried De Catinat
"A gentleman! Hark to the hour-
groin Huguenot, whose family peddles
cloth'."
"You coward. I will write liar on
you with my sword point!"
lie sprang forward and sent In a
thrust which might have found its
way to Delbert's heart had the heavy
saber of a dragoon not descended from
the side and shorn his more delicate
weapou off close to the MR. With a
/Mont of triumph his enemy sprang
furiously upon him with his rapier
shortened, hut was met by a sharp
blow from the midge) of the young
stranger which meet his weapon tin-
kling -en to the ground. A trooper.
however, on the stair had pulled out a
pistol and. clapping It within a foot of
the guarchunan'm head. wan about to
settle the combat once and forever
when a little old gentleman who bad
quietly amended from the Ptreet and
who had been looking on with an
amused and interested smile at this
fiery sequence of events task a sudden
quick step forward and ordered all
parties to drop their weapons with a
voice so decided. so stern and so full
of authority that the saber points; all
clinked down together upon the par-
quet 'floorltig as though it were It part
uf their daily drill.
"Upon my word, gentlemen: upon
toy word!" be said, looking sternly
from one to the otker. In his gait and
bearing-he bad a dainty strut and
backward cock of the bead, which,
taken with his sharp black eyes. his
high, than features and. his assUred
manner. would impress a stranger with
Int feelieg tbe te tient ,wee _e sear eief
reLigion,
I power. And, indeed, In France or out
I of it titere wore tow to w bout 11411
malt's name was not familiar, ter in
all Fraiwe tile only figure which loomed
up as large as that of the king was
this very little gentleman who stood
uow, with gold suuffbox in one band
and deep laced handkerchief in the
either, upon the lauding of the Ilugue-
not's house, for who was there who
did not know the last of the great
French noblee. the bravest of French
eaPtaine, the beloved Coade, victor of
Roeroy and hero of the Fronde?
lie Cetinat raised the stump of his
sword in a salute.
"Itch, beh!" cried the old soldier.
peering at him. "You were with me on
the Rhine-nth? I know your face. cap-
MID. But the household was with Tu-
"I was Ill the regimeot of Pieardy,
your Mg.tmeset. I k. eatiout is my
name"
"Yee, yes. But you, sir, who the devil
ars you?"
"Captain Delbert, your highness, of
the Laustiedoe Blue dragisme."
"Hey! I was peening In my carriage
and I ;yew you standing on your head
in the air. The young man let you tip
on conditions, as it understood."
"lie swore he wonkl go from the
mouse" cried the young stranger. "Yet
wuen I bad let him up be set his men
mem me. end we all came downstairs
together."
-Sly faith: you seem to have left lit-
tle behind you." said (Miele sitilliug,
as he glanced at the litter which was
strewn all over Me dour. "Awl eui you
broke your Nimble. Captain Delbert r
"1 mould not hold treaty ere!' a H13-
guenot and an enemy of the king." said
the dragoon sulkily.
"You could bold treaty. It appears,
but not keep it. And why did you let
Wei ge. sir?'
"I believed his promise. I have been
used to deal with Indians."
"Hele And you think an Indian's
word la-better than that of an officer
in the king's dragoon-I'
"I did not think so an hour age"
"You are very strong, monsieur," said
Couch., glancing keenly at the broad
shoulders and arching chest of the
young stranger. "You are from Can-
ada. I presume?'
"I bare been *ere sir. But I itm
from New York."
'land how came you-- to 'meek
French?"
'14I neither wen of French blood."
"And bow long have you been in
Peat"
"A day."
"Ilele And you already begin to
throw your tuother's country folk out
of windewiee
"He was annoying a young maid,
sir, and I asked him to atop, whereon
be whipped out his 'word and would
have sine see had I not elated with
bine upon whieh be milled upon les
fellows to aid him. To keep them off
I swore that 1 would drop him over if
they moved it stem. Yet when I let
him go they set upon me again."
"Hem! You did very well. You are
young, but you have resource."
"1 was reared in tlie weedy,. sir."
"If there are many of your kidney
you may give my friend De Froutenac
some work ere he found this empire
of which he talks. But hew is this,
Captain Delbert? What have you to
say?"
"The kinte_torciers. your highnews,
are to use every menet which may
drive these peep* into the trite
chtirch."
"Oil my word, you look a very tine
apostle and a eretty champion for a
holy creme." said Conde, glanelug sar-
donically out of his twinkling black
eyes nt the brutal face of the dragoon.
"Take your men out of this, eir, and
never venture to set foot again across
this threshold."
-But the king's command. your high-
ness."
'I ell] tell tie. king wheel see bitu
that I left soldier's and that I find
brigands. Not a word, sir! Away'
You Like your shame with you, and
you leave your honor behind." Ile
haul turned in an instant from the
sneering, strutting old bean to the
fierce soldier with set face and eye of
lire. Delbert shrank back from his
baleful gaze, awl, muttering an order
to his men, they tiled off down the
stair with clattering feet and clauk of
sabers.
"Your highness." said the old Hugue-
not, conalug forward anti throwing
open one of the doors which led from
the landing, "you have Indeed been yi
'tailor of Israel and a stumbling block
to the froward this day. Will you not
deign to rest under my roof and even
to take a cup of wine ere you go on
ward?"
Conde raised his thick eyebrows at
the Scriptural fashion of tile !nee
chant's speech, but be bowed courte-
°linty to the invitation.
oarriage waits below," said he,
"and 1 must not delay longer. It is
not often that I leave my castle of
Chantilly forme to Paris, and it was
a fortuuate chime, which made nip
pass In time to lie of service to hottest
mem" Ile inclined again his bewigged
heed Rao strutted off in his (Minty,
timeline(' feseitni. From the window
De Catinat could see him step into the
same gilded chariot which had stood
14:11114 Way attilt eve  feeetn N.:emetics.
(To Continued.)
It is not the Mee of the efoR1 , but
the spirit of Ihe crofts that makes true,
JAW
SOENTISTS SAY
NOT HER PICTURE
Alleged Story of Mrs. Baker
G, Eddy Denounced
Organization and Metlearts.
issue About Publkation-
Statement.
,th'FIDAVITS ABE FURNISHED.
Boston, Dee. 6.- Alfred Fallow,
general manager of tile comnrittee vu
Putikeeition for tile Christian Science
chump, today gave out the following
sesitaniest:
"McCeure's Magazine, in the De-
cember Mime, published a picture.
wirich Is represented as a photograph
of Um Eddy taken in 1882. It if
not a pictoce of Mrs. Eddy, hut is a
likeness of Mrs. Sarah C. elievellike.
who formerly eyed in Boston, and
Who tiled in Oallfornia two years ago.
This fact is ilmonteetibly established
by the affidavit of Mrs. Chevailliera
son, whist appears in this article.
We have In our possession the picture
of Mrs. Ctevaillier, which we have
just received from her son and which
is an exact duplicate of the one used
by McClure's.
"In connection with this portrait,
McClure's publishes an editorial an-
nouncement of a story reiating to the
Rev. Mary Baker G. Eddy, the dis-
coverer and founder of Christian
Science. It is stated that as a reeve
of a careful investigation their story
is probably 'as near absolute accuracy
as history ever gets.' Indeed the in-
troduction in question lays great
street upon the accuracy of Its pro-
posed history. Again it is said:
'Practically no assistance can be ob-
tained from Christian Scientists them-
selves,' that Whet Mrs. Eddy) refuses
to be cunt/suited pecoonally on the
main facts of her own life'
"It should be stated that according
to the custom, elcaure's represents-
Vv. who applied to Mrs. Eddy for an
Interview, was referred to the•rom- Iteorence
milled, on .puteloatien, who is special_ Jehnsonville
ly appointed for the 'purpose of ren- Louisville • -
daring any assistance in his power to Mt. Carmel
the reprementatives of the public press Nashville
Pittsburg ...... . 5.1 0.1
of it if I were an artis'. therefore 11 WiLia
speak from positive Meese-lige REGULATE'It was my fair that you might be
Imposed upon by Just such counter-
feits that impelled me te suggest thut
your nieutrecript re;ating to gra. Ed-
dy be submitted to someone thorough-
ly posted etateierning the events of her
"Directly underneath the McClure
Portrait ls a modern signature of Mrs.
Eddy, which might give the impres-
sion that it had been written on this
Photograph by SUrts. Eddy. This or
courise could not possibly be true
since the portrait is not a likeness of
Mrs. Eddy and never was in her
lands. Beneath one of the genuine
portraits appended to this statement.
we publish re facsimile of Mrs. rally's
signature as she wrote it in 1882
"When called upon to produce the
ehotograph from, which the picture
was made, and to give the nante of the
Phetegrapher, the editor of McClure's
deretted, saying tie would give what
ioforntation he could a few days lame
"I then went to work to obtain
evidence by which I could disprove
McClure's allegation. and *how the
puble. that another face had been
substituted for that of Mrs. Eddy.
"The following *Edema is the re-
sult of y iuvestegation:
Marshall, Texas, Nov. 27, 1906,
Mr. Alfred Farlos, Boston, Masa.
Dear Sir --The photograph enclosed
herewith, taken by- the Notman Pho-
tographic company, 3 Park street.
and 184 BeeletOn Street. Boston. etas-
eachusetts. Is a portrait of my moth-
er, Mrs. Sarah C. Chevaillier. By a
comparison, any one eau easily see
that the portrait published on liege
212 of elleClare's Neagazine for De-
cember, liee6, to ttei picture of my
mother, and to the best of my knowl-
edge and be-lief is an exact cote' of
the photograph enclosed .
Signed)
CHAS. F. CHEVAILLIES.
[ RIVER NEWS
who may be gathering data on the
subject of Christian Science and Its
leader.
"In a conversation with members
of McClure's staff, several months
ago, I informed them that if they
would submit their data to me I
would be pleased to assist them in
their verification, giving them as mu
reason that there were documents In
circulation and rumors afloat which
were not genuine. They have not
availed themselves of my oiler.
"Notwithstanding the facts whicii
we have stated, we find in this editor-
ial announcement a picture of another
180011111 11fh•Ch 18 represented by Mc-
Clure's as a portrait of 'Mrs. Mary
Raker elk Eddy,' taken in Boston in
1882. the picture does not in any
point resemble Mrs. Eddy.
'On November 9th, and before the
December number of McCure's was
placed on the news stands, I wrote to
the managing editor of McClure's, all-
arising him of his error, but received
no reply. My letter follows:
'I have just ;seen looking at the ad-
vertisement erhich you have in Ridge-
way's of the 17th Mat. In the center
of the page is a pkeure which I Me-
m me is represented as a portrait of
Mrs. Eddy. I hasten to inform you
that tees is not a ,picture of Mrs. Ed-
dy: there is nothing about It that
would remind one of her. I have
seen Ere. Eddy frequently during the
past twenty-two Teary; and know her
Lace well enough to draw a likeness
PENNYROYAL PILLS
Sate and reliable, they
oyeroom• weakness. In.
orgasm vigor. banish Deansi
N. remedy equals DR.
etoTTS PENNYROYAL PILLS
Sold hyDragaisis and Dr. Multi
rhewir•I Co . Cleveland. 008.3,
Kargon
Compound
and
Virgin Oil
Pine
PURE
Can be found at
McPherson's
Drug Store.
Itiver Stages,
Cairo 24.0 1 6
Chattanooga Missing.
Cincinnati ...... 11 8 0.7
Evansville ........13 0 2.0
 39 0.1
7.1
.. 5.1
..... . 4.5
 Missing.
0.3
0.3
0.2
Davis Island Dam ..)11siting.
St. Lont; 10.4 0.4
Mt. Vernon 13.5 2.2
Paducak .. • •  `14.4
r.i
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
fall
While It lasted the rain was harl
last night. .54 inches fell in two
hours. The river fell 1.9 ia the last
24 hours, the stage this morning be-
ing 16.4. Business at the wharf con-
tinues good and will be heavy up un-
til Christmas week.
Driftwood accumulating around
the rudder of the City' of Memphis
last night at the wharf, delayed that
boat several hours in leaving for
the Tennessee river. A whole tree
got wedged in between the, wheel
and around the rudder. After two
hours and a half hard work the ob-
struction was removed and the
steamer left for her destination.
The towboat Inverness of the Ay-
er-Lord Tie contpany's Beet will be
taken out on the ways today for re-
pairs. The repairs will not be exten-
sive.
The I. N. Hook arrived last night
frotn the Tennessee river with a tow
of ties.
To handle a larger amount of
freight, new guards will be built on
the wharf side of the wharfboat thus
utilizing several feet of space now
unoccupied. It will he noprotected
from the weather, but only freight
which -weather does not Injure, will
he placed there. The freight depots
anti wharfboate always are indexes
of prosperity or the opposite. A trip
to the wharfboat or to the freight
depots would show an enormous
amount being handled, more than
ever before. in the city's history. ,
A steamboat clerk, irritated by
the thiekheadednem of some passen-
gers who refused to give up baggage
checks, thereby effectually prevent-
ing their baggage being transferred
from one steamer to another and
oonsequenEy having it left, wound
up his philippic with this picturesque
and dramatic sentence, "Why, if
Some persons got on; boat at Cin-
cinnati bound to hell, they would ex-
Peet their•baggage to be there when
they got there."
The Georgia Lee left Cincinnati
yeterday bound to Memphis and will
'arrive here Friday afternoon or
night.
The Kentucky will arrive from the
i Tennessee river tonight and leave
'Saturday for the same river.
The Bettorff will arrive tomorrow
Morning from Clarksville and leave
I, at noon for Nashville on the new
sekedttle announced previously in
ithis column.
The galtillo will arrive tomorrow
afternoon from the Tennessee Neer
on Abe wai• to Pt. Louis.
-116110L,esuistrab is a big river town
ALL BILLBOARDS
Board of' Public Works Orders
Changes Made,
Str,r1 Itailttey Company slush l'it)
Iii, lily Inspet tor 'who'. Wait It.
Ing the Mork.
WANTS TO l'HOOSE OFFICERS
'Ile hand of public works thinks
that the appointnient of a sewer in,
*Vector, wharfueimer and market
master Hee within Its jurisdicran
and yesterday authOrized a ;ettet.
the general council to this effect.
The city ;Meting plant superIntene
en t was instructed to make out a bei
of damages for the delay of materiel
and machinery for the city lighting
r e
Li iLii17, if needed, was ordered tin
de the Sixth street island creek
bridge,
An application for an electrical
align over Copeltende livery stable
efeurtrauce on Jefferson street was re-
retiOwners of the billboards were or-
dered to set them hack the distance
of their heighth from the pavement.
and to remove billboards from the
walla of Me Pbe mon aud'-Wilt G i :
bert's drug stoma, Fourth street and
Broadway.
Repairs to culverts on Sowell and
Bridal t ; eats were octlei
A ded.cation ot prolierty at Ele;
euth suit Jones streets for an alley
ues mite; real
A fence built by Dr. Hewed at
Eighth and Jackson-' streets sets or-
dered removed front an al.:ey.
A request for wharf space from
the West Kentucky Coal compute
was referred.
The board decided that street in
specters empleycd by the city shall
give a bond.
The traction company a as ordered
to use concrete for filling when it lays
brick Oa Broadway between Fourth
and Fifth streets.
The mainterance bend of the South-
ern 13.tuetnic company was fixed at
$.1.060 to hold for five years
nee board deckled that the city in
specter working on traction esimpany
Improvement., should be paid by that
company.
AR Oar% teem was allowed the
street department.
, No street department tools here-
after will be loaned without the con-
sent of the:hoard of public works.
Defective curbing between Twelfth
and Thirteenth streets on Tennessee
street was otekeed retneree
Street improYetnent work on Sowell
and Hayes avenues and Jarrett *tree 
was accepted oric.allY.
The concrete pavement on Jones
street between Ninth and Eleveutb
streets was accepted.
The traction company was ordered
to repair Pavetnents where poles bad
been removed.
Entire Tows to Ile Sold,
New York, Dec. 6.-- A Worcester,
Mass., special to the Tribune says the
entire town of Wilkineonviiie will be
sold at public auction today. The
town was once one of the most im-
portant manufacturing places on the
Blackstone river. Now every house,
store, mill and water privilege is go-1
her under the hammer to suit the
bidders.
The town has been in a state of
stagnation since 11;97. It Is on the
New York New Haven and Hart-
ford railway. Its history dates back
to 1815. when Asa Waters bought a
large fame which he sold in-1822 to
David Wilkinson, of Providence,from
which the town derives its earns.. He
built the mills and started the town.
Most men are at Much ntraid of
being cowards as they are of being
thought so.
If ideals were all realized, regret
would soon go out of the world
Is evidenced by the fact that 3/1 pack-
ets touch here every week. This not
counting the towboats.
It looks as If all the river Im-
provement convention, will Nth- con-
gress to action in the improvement
of navigable streams. The moral is to
plied( 106kftfltits part of the coun-
try If you would bare Washiegton
hear
-
Fon-cane
The Ohio Si Evenevire and Mt.
Vernon, will continue falling during
the next two day's. At Paducah and
Cairo, will continue falling during
the next several days.
The Tenneskee from Florence to
the mouth, will continue falling dur-
ing the next 24 hours.
The Eleeletippi from below St.
Louie to slightly above realm, no tria-
halal change daring Use noat 14
hours.
=MIL'
I Backache,Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In Most cases are direct results of
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAM-
MATION OF THE MADDER.
The strain on the Kidneys and in
lamed membranes lining the nese
of the Bladder producing these
pains
LARK'S
WILL car"
Two dome give relief, and one boa
will cure any ordinary case of Kid.
say or Bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Beek,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men sad woman. Bold at Et cents
• box on the No Cure No Pay basis
by McPherson's drug store, fourth
and Broadway, sole agents for Pa-
ducah, or sent by mail upon receipt
of price to Lark Medicine Co., Lou-
isville, Ky.
New
Artistic
Picture
Framing
arg
Wall
Papering
- -
Sanderson & Co.'s
428 E -adway. Phone 1513.
/111.1.1/1 EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH AND
D. H.
Baldwin & Co.
Manufacturers of
PIANOS and ORGANS
Sell on installments and
take old instruments in
exchange,
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
3 1 8 BROADWAY
E. P. Bourquin
W, MILLER & BRO.
Phone I041'a
LEE LINE STEAMER
Steamer Georgia lee
Leaves Memphis be em-
ber 4 for Louisville, Eyane
vile, Paducah, Cincinnati
and all way points.
Through rate to Helena,
Vickrburg and Pine Bluff,
Ark., arriving Paducah Sat-
urdsy, December R.
G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
siellielliserMaree 
NI Vt *st
111,114 Of 111.W 11 1.311,41111.1.1, 411116.11 by
Ihr East Tennessee Teirphene com-
pany today:
3osil - Mrs. Eni.ury, 9ey
South Fete.
1:11.- Mechanics and F'airiwni Sat'
ewe Bank. 21si Broadway.
495- -.Stahl. T. J. & Co., First and
Jefferson.
2995--Holand. J. n., 91e Trimble.
2996 - Glass, Albert, Illt North
Fourteenth.
We have in toe city over 3.000 sub-
scribers or five times as many as the
Independent compel:7: wayside the
city and within the county we have
6.1 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent corn
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from your
home.
Call 300 for further information.
DYSPEPSIA
"Ravine taken rm. wonderful "Cascaras." II,'Slime It1,10111 an•I hying entlh.ly eurw.11 nf stoota,h
Frvh 
ant dyspepsia:1 think • word of prole. Isto 'Cioettrets"forthetesentiderfnleovervatItl,qt.have tal,n nutnhr.as miner eitile4 remediesbut arc I and 1 11,1 that eat”arott ,11•••sant*, 1,66 than •11 It,. otl,r6 I ha..A taa.a
woai•1 .1 • a• '
‘; • 10. St . Jt rye). City. N. J.
Pleasant Pilsigible, Potent 1'..l.flnste ood, 0, On.d,Never SkItsa. irealt•s .kr Ni. Me. Agri,
Verote.‘,Ii'io.reitt7s1.7en=  sableS breTt.P.4 C",
8tetic Remedy co., ChIcego or N.Y. yr
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
MEN AND WOMEN,
1 as: ran 5440 for nano oral
6 ..e• tat hair 11011411114111 1,•,10011
tre1101110011 fa Dv:v..6MM
r-oo. of macow. nietubniase
Inste.41% PaInteek and n,t sairlb•
haldeStMlfAIUS. 0.51 11"01188111t Mold by Progl850011,
at coot 41 *sin •espnot
bv swab 51s5s'4, let
Al M. v.)! jis.12
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated )
Beenoville and Paducah racket&
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Eeene-
vele and way landings at 11 a m.
Spec.al excursiun rate now in ef-
fect from Peducah to Evansville and
return, $4 00 Elegant music 011 Use
boat_ Table unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICE FOWLER
Leave* Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at b a. m. sharp, daily eal-
mpt Sunday. Special ex-Milton rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cale'
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table are
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A Fowler, General Pass. Agent, Or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent. at
Fow ler-Crum baugh & Co's once
Both phones No. 33
on, LOUIS AND TENN. BIREER
RIVER PACKET OoSITANI
Mt TENNESSEE RIVIi2t,
4111‘001111 1r"11
STEAMER CLYDE
Leave Paducah for Teammate; Elves
Emery Wednesday at 4 p.
V W. WRIGHT Mantes
EuGIENN ROBINSON Cleat
This company Is not responsible
for invoice charges nol collected
by th• clerk of the boat
KILL Ttig COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH
 Dr King's
New Discovery
ONSIJIMPTION P•tes
FOR OUGIIS and 50c & $1.00
LOS Free Trial.
Am,
Surest -ad Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, or MONEY BACK
NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Rage?, Prop.
MFrROPOLIS. ILL.
Newest and best hotel in the city
Rates $2.00. Two large sample
rooms. Bath rooms. lidectrtc
agars The only centrally located
hotel in the city.
Caimarcial Patron,. kiiitoo•
Beery Alammen, Jr.
Namoved to Mini isl 11.14*,
Book Binding, Hank Work, Lege
end leihrere Were. • nriertalte
 IP
DR. HOYER
Room 209 Fraternity Building.
Office Men 331-R Residittt Plitt 464
DRAUGHON'S
(Incorporated.)
HIRAI, 112411 Irmilvey, UMW
27 renenet• 15 81a155 POSIITIONII fiecured or looney ISPUNDMO Also lenett ay
Catalorue will toeviece volt Fti•
miens Tilt BXST. call or 01801 IOC
catalogue.
Ma L. WEIL Id
GAMPBF.LL BLOCK
Teloplassem oar., yfia, ItesKase.. ra/
INSU1LANCE.
PAGS Wain. le."'-re,
•
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
I eras-
4
THVIIS Y. nicezmain e.
 MEW
Clothing
Pointers
Broadway expenses.
Broadway methods.
Broadway habits.
Combine to make clothes high
in Broadway stores. When
you get tired of Broadway ex-
orbitance come and hear Har-
bour's Cluthing Prices Talk,
linger the quality and you'll
appreciate these magnificent
values.
HARBOUR'S 12th FRIDAY BARGAIN SALE TOMORROW
It will be a day of unusual bargain propositions. A regular banner day. Every department has lined up its
best bargains; clearing up its odds and ends; closing out its overs and specials; sacrificing its slow sellers,
which too often are its highest priced best merchandise. Many .dozens of things that every family needs
have the top and bottom sliced off of the price for tomorrow's sale.
BIG VALUES IN DRIeNt4 GOODS
FRIDAY'.
At 19c a ynrd
At 32e a yard
At 37e a yard
At I8c a yard
At 69c a yard
At 98c a yard
A greet eleari
at 75c, 89c and
$1. and $1.25 a
inetead of 25c.
instead of 50c.
instead of 50e.
Instead of 59e.
instead of $1.40.
instead of $1.60.
ng up of Broadcloths
95c. a yard, worth
yard.
W0a1EN'S WEAR.
Unparalleled reales in women's
Skirts, Coats and Suits for Friday.
$6 Skirts special Friday, $3 98.
Extraordinary Skirt values Friday,
$5.0tt.
8 Cheviot Serge Suits worth $15,
to $30, on sale Friday at $141. each.
One rock of 35 handsome Coatis
worth $12.5e. St our low prices.
Speck': Friday at $8.50 each.
FRIDAY Bit'LLETIN.
100 pairs fancy striped fieeeedown
Bed Blankets Just received. The mill
says they are slightly +imperfect. The
$1.50 kinds. Special Friday at 99c
a pair.
500 yards 14)C Figured liouneletts.
Special Friday tet 6%c a yard.
WOOL AND SILK SHAWLS.
Charming Wool and Bilk Sheaths at
special prices Friday.
Fine Wool Shawls $1.50, $1 t;9,
$1.98 and $2.45.
Beautiful Silk Shawls $1.35, $2.01),
$2.50 and $340.
FRIDAY B.111,GAINS.
Men'e Dress Shirts 2.5c.
Boyee 94 Overcoats, ages 4 to 8,
special Friday, $1.510.
The best railroad Overalls and
Jumpers. Special Friday $1.50 a
suit.
All men's Suits and Overcoats
special Friday at ", off.
14H411.34.
Another great Friday sale of men's,
women's and children's trhoce.
Price cute Friday range 5c, loc,
1,5c, 26c, 35c, 7.0c, 75c and some as
much as $1 a vale
Harbour's Department Store i North Third StreetHALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY
Waistcoats
Po, Christmas
IN giving one of our dis-tinguished Fancy Vests
to any gentleman for Xmas
you are assured in advance of
givinga token which will be
greatly appreciated.
Our ample line is more
beautiful than ever before.
These waistcoats are full of
- tho5e- notieeable things in
style and pattern which dis-
tinguishes them from the
ordinary kind, though the
price is within the reach of all
$1.50 to $10
There are just fourteen more
shopping drys till Christmas.
That mean, if you would shop
in comfort and hake full
stocks. to select from, you
must start now, for our store
will be crowded with lager
buyers the last few days.
rialletcgo/h.
MIP154140 80Y 5 OUTFITTR5
Established 1 S6S
 4
CilFTS
For wedding. anniversary or
birthday in fine Silverware
is a life-long possession. We
are showing at present some
new and very handsome de-
signs in Table Silver, Hand-
Painted China, Cut Glass,
at prices that will interest
you.
A 10 per cent discount for
the next 10 days.
Official clock adjuster for
the government building.
J. L. VVanner
JerevesIter and OptIt.:lan
811 lirealeay Ms* 11
DIPLOMATIC
Fliestrio&Z "Moo
HENRI WHITE TO Fu.; TRANS-; •
FERRED TO PARIS. 
AT THE. KENTUCKY.
Friday Night  "My Dixie GM."
Saturday Matinee and Night
Minister Bryan 'slay Go Rack in lira- • " ... "A Wonsan' of Mystery."
all and Griscom to
Rome. My Dixie Girl.
The theatre is a medium of recrea-
tion to the greater number of peo-
ple, and the play that appeals to this
majority la reasonably sure or suc-
cess. "My Dixie Gilr" tne beautiful
comedy drams. which wilt be the at-
trattion at the Kentucky theater on
Friday night with its clean cut com-
edy, swift action, clever dialogue
and deep heart interest, appeals to
all parts-oi the house. It is an every
day play story, telling of exciting in-
cidents in the lives of an old Ken-
tucky family, and is full to overflow-
ing with the atmosphere of love and
hospitality that characterizes the in-
habitants of the sunny south. It will
be presented by a competent compa-
ny tied a superb scenic investiture.
Washington, Dec. 6.-- The Hon.
Henry White, American ambassadoi
to Rome. will be transferred in the
near future from that post to Paris,
where he ,wlIl succeed the Hen. Rob-
ert S. McCormick as ambassador.
Mr. White will be succeeded at
Rome by the Hon. Lloyd 0. Griscom,
now Ametican ambassador to Bra-
zil.
It is stated that beyond these
changes the president has not defi-
nitely settled upon the persons who
are to be appointed to fill the vacan-
cies caused by the promotions and
exchanges. The name of ('harles Page
'Bryan, of Illinois. minister to Portu-
gal, has been mentioned in connec-
tion with the post of embasicador to
Brazil, which will be vacated by the
promotion of Mr. Orlscom to Rome.
Mn. Bryan was formerly minister
to Brazil, and his assignment to
Portugal was in the nature of a pro-
motion. Now it happens that as the
Braziitin post has since been raised
to the rank of an embassy his return
to Rio would likewise be a decided
promotion.
The vacamy at St. Petersburg
which will .result from the transfer
of Ambassader Meyer to the cabinet,
will probably he filled by the promo-
tion of • person now in the diplo-
matic service with the rank of minis-
ter, although the change will not he
until next spteng, in order to
the retirement from the cabl-
made
await
net of Secretary Shaw and the trans-
fer to the treasury of Postmaster
0eneral Cort &you. which will afford
the necessary place for Mr. Meyer.
POWER OF PRAYER.
Said to Hese Been Esemplified at
31ereptiis.
'Memphis. Tenn., iakslit 6. —Impelled
by what the superstitiously Inclined
believe to be a Illipornatural force, 0
F. Mathes% a student of i'anderhilt
University, Nashville, rot tirned t
Memphis, buLlnateed of going to his
home went to the Second Presbyter-
ian chu-relit," where the Rev. George
C. Cates, of 1,otilsv114e, Is conducting
the most suceessful revival in the his-
tory of the city. Here he was con-
verted and joined the church When
he walked to the chancel rail his fath-
er, W. H. Hughey, a lawyer, Joined
him, shouting that his prayer had
been answered.
, The day before young Hughey re-
turned, the father asked the Rev Mr
Cates to pray for the saying of his
son. Young Hughey says he has no
idea what induced his determination,
to return to Memphis.
FOOD LAW KILLS "LAGNAPPE."
Force New Orleana Gerwers to Give
Up Century-Old Custom.
New Orleans, Dec. 6 --"LataaPPe."
the ancient French males-Inducer In-
dulged in by grocers of New Orleans
for a century, 'has succumbed to the
pure food law. After January 1,
1907, this trade-liringer will be ban-
ished from every store in the city The
change baa been brought about by
ti ‘ Retail Grocers' association because
candy, which now costs six cents fi
pound, cannot be had for leas then
twelve cents, the same being the caw.
with cheap takes and other articles
Faith in (lei ,s Chet heretofore have 4)1411 thrown In
bitoweblp with min. free with every elle,
A Word to the Public.
In offering Miss Courtenay Met-
gin in A Woman of Mystery we feel
that you will fully appreciate,our en-
deavor to give you the best in'theat-
tical entertainment at the lowest
possible living price. Knowing that
the play was played by Madam Bern-
hardt for 480 nights In Paris is
proof of its worth. You, or most of
you already know Miss Morgan's
ability. It only remains for us to
state that we have spared neither
time or expense in giving this pro-
duction the calla corrict and elabo-
rate scenic equipment possible and
In engaging nothing but the best art-
ists for the supporting company. We
hope that you will encourage us to
offer more of this kind of high class
attractions by your presence at its
performance at the Kentucky gm
Saturday matinee and night.
Charley Grapewin.
The Washington Post has this to
say of Charley Grapey/In In "The
Awakening of Mr. Pipp." who Is to
appear at The Kentucky Monday
night: In the enlarged version of
"Mr. Pipp" Charley Grapewin and
Anna Chance have a vehicle which
will. doubtless carry their names to
the-lotlresTer-rise list of the seases's
successful stars. As for these play-
ers themselves they have long ago
established their right to positions
among the best portrayers of come-
dy and of pathos now before the
public. Mr. Pipp is enlarged into a
three-act musical play, is entertain-
ing and pathetic as well, In some
parts. Mr. Grapewin has provided
lots of good humor and funny situa-
tions for himself and Miss Chance
and indeed all the members have
ample opportunity to show their
ability. The ending or the recoiid act
which shows the Interior of Pep's
bedroom "On the morning after" and
that sorrowful gentleman In bed is
strong and pathiftfc. ' Not a strlard Is
spoken as Pitifr hearhig his wife's
sobs coming from the corner, throws
down a glass of liquor he is about to
drink and crawling to the bed he
lays his throbbing head on the pil-
low with a groan. Mr. Plnp looking
-dorm at h(nCgently covers him up,
draws the curtain and departs,
thoughtfully leaving some Ice water
on a chair by the bedside. It is a
quick transition from the humorous
to the pathetic, but the amilence ap-
preciates it aniirresponds with se,-
era curtain calls. The musical num-
bers of the play are delightful and
the singing and dancing of the cho-
rus Is one of the most pleasing feat-
ures of the entertainment.
A "woman's color comes and goes
according to her makeup.
MRS. ASTOR
NO LONGIOR TO HEAD FOUR
DRED IN NEW YORK.
"I Removal Sale at Pollock's Store
Slowly Declining Mentally She Yields
ticepter—No Mit.e Ball This
Season.
New York, Dec. Mrs. Astor,
the greatest and last of the supreme
leaders of New York society, never
again will sit upon her throne. In a
peaceful, pathetic twilight, like the
passing of a soft, gray curtain, are
the images of lovely women and gal-
lant men—some of whom are quick.
but more dead— by whom in fancy
she sees herself surrounded.
The scepter and the crown are
still hers. They will remain with her
to the end, but the fingers that grasp
the scepter are sadly. treinutously,ir-
resolute. The head ts too tired to
bear the burden of the crown.
There will be no Astor ball this
season. There cannot be, for Mrs. As-
tor will not be able to entertain. So-
ciety significantly and regretfully re-
marked her absence the opening
night of the opera at the Metropoli-
tan. In her place sat_ a vIce-regeaL
her daughter, Mrs. Oros Wagon. So
the whispers ran from box to box
around the opera ,house that what
had been feared by her friends and
discreetly hinted at in tioudo.rs and
over teacups was true.
Now, from persons who have the
right to know, comes an admission
that Mrs. Astor must finally and for
all time relinquish her social activ-
ities. The erect, stately figure, slight.
hut Impressive, never again will
stand in her magnificent drawing-
room wear:ng her velvet robes and
matchless Jewels regally to greet the
courtesying dames and the bowing
men who were honored by receiving
the cachet of membership in Ameri-
ca's most excluslye society circle —
a card to Mrs. Astors ball.
MORALITY FOR WALL STREET.
President of Cornell Predicts Good
for Financial Center,
Ithaca, N. Y., Dec. 5 . —That the
time is opining when trath, honor and
morality will be just as much a part
of Well street as the country vir.sge,
was the prediction made by President
Jacob G. Sehurman, of Cornell tint-
veraity, In an address' to the students
resterday. In his speech President
Schurman spoke against the tariff,
which he said should he further reg-
ulated by the government. He also
made the startling statement that he
believed the law would in time fix
prices of commodities controlled by
monopolies and in all cases where corn
petition was stifled. In speaking of
socialism he said that its fatal defect
Is that It puts upon the shoulders of
the government what the Noverninent
I. totally incapable of doing.
H.tRRIMAN SYSTEM.
Investigation to Be the Subject of a
Conference by Commission.
Washington. Dec. 6.—The proposed
Investigation of what is known 88 the
Harriman system of railroads ,will be
the subJeet of a conference by the In-
terstate commerce commission. The
commisedon 'hes for come time hail
the matter of an investigation tinder
advisement because of communica-
tions which have reaehed It alleging
that ette effect of the alleged combina-
tion Is to suppress competition. The
active work of the Inquiry will he del-
egated to some respoosibie person TI
whom the eomatission has full coofi-
dence and upon whoa* report a decis-
ion will be rviched as to a-hat, if any
further steps Lill be taken.
AAP e•
640 BROADWAY
COMMENCING FRIDAY, DECEMBF.R 7th. we open our Removal Sale, for by Januarytat we must be out of our present quarters in the Empire building, o.ro Broadway,
Evzry dollar's worth of our fine Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry must be sacrificed, tor we
wish to move as little stock as possible. Remember, we are the only manufacturing jewelers
In Paducah, make a large part of our own jewelry and are thus enabled to make you prices
which no other jeweler in the city can hope to match. Christmas is nearly here and it will
pay you well to buy your gifts from the maker and save the profits of both wholesaler and
retailer. Our stock is large, our goods are as good as the best, but are cheaper than the test.
Ia true we are a little bit outside the business district, but the chance to save half on your
Christmss Jewelry should be inducement enough to bring you an extra block or so to our
store. Its In the Empire, Pint building.
A POLLOCK
640 Broadway Empire Building
DOESN'T WANT IT
If
C. NIVIlottli 's( PT AFT/At MUR-
CHAND'S JOB.
Rae Never Heard of Rumor and Will
Be a Candidate for Railroad
toonnisaloner.
Washington, Dec. 6.—When Mr. C.
C. MeChord's attention was called to
the report that he would by appoint-
ed to succeed General Counsel Mer-
chand, of the interstate commerce
commission, he said:
"I have nel.er heard of any such
rumor: have never thought of or
capected any such appointment, and
t not want it as I shall be a candt-te for railroad commissioner
Kentucky next year."
TO DISMISS OFFI4'9104.
President Asksjfl for Prtsver and
Cit V
Watrivington. Dec. 6.----The president
today sent a special message to con-
gress ucgIng legislation giving the
president authority upon his own ini-
tiative and responsibility to dismiss
any officer whom he think, unworthy
to remain In the service. The law at
present provides that In time of peace
no officer strait he dismissed except in
pursuance of a ourt-mu-0%1 or In
mitigation thereof. Thls provision
the president wants repealed.
Illustrating the ,necessity for the
Legislation desired, the president cites
the ease of a naval officer. whose
name is not given, but wile was ac-
cused of "indecent and disgusting be-
havior." He was convicted. but the
court, to his surprise, the president
says, did not sentence him to diemis-
sal.
fleare Church Basset.
Friday, peeenrber 7, at I. C. Ticket
Office, 510 Art-midway, Fancy Art icles .
Millis Cakes, Ceissilee, Diener and
Supper served. Also Afternoon Tea
and Chafing Dish laineh during af-
ternoon. Open from it a m. to 9
p.m.
Dr. flrilenian Better.
Dr. J. R. Coleman, who Is seri-
ously sick at his home on West Jef-
ferson street, wa3 better this morn-
ling. He la III from stomach trou-
ble. Dr. Coleman has lived in the
city lance 1900, when he came herd'
from Murray, Ky.
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Christmas Ties
25c to $5.
1
N a profusion of luxurious silks we are showing
the new cravats, many of the patterns exeln-
sive with this house. The weaves of the foremost
makers have been drawn upon for our display of
holiday neckwear. Welch, Margeson & Co., Ltd.,
of London, Eng., Bacharach & Co., and Parker &
Finn have all contributed. The result is a triumph
of beauty and eleganoe—something handsome at
any price you may wish to pay. The richest color-
ingsand most recent styles are shown in
English Squares, Ascots,
i;our-in- Hands, English Pugs,
Cluhs, BatsFings.
We emphasize in particular our splendid values
at 50 cents.
Do not postpone your Christmas shopping
until the stocks have been picked over and the
prettiest things are gone. Make your selections
early, for delay will surely mean disappointment.
at, COMM
409 - 413 BROADWAY.
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